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The lungs of a brown anole develop through a physical process that the 

researchers liken to a stress ball — the common toy that can be squeezed into 

countless bulging shapes. In anole lungs, fluid pressure pushes a stretchy inner 

membrane (green) through a muscular mesh (pink), forming fluid-filled bulges 

with abundant surface area where gas exchange occurs. These simple 

structures allow the lizard to exchange oxygen for waste gases, just as human 

lungs do, but they grow in just a few days, while human lungs take months to 

develop fully. Photo courtesy of the researchers. Article on page 20.
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Infosys Science Foundation awards the Infosys Prize 2021 

The Infosys Science Foundation (ISF) awarded the winners of the 

Infosys Prize 2021 for their outstanding contributions to science and 

research in six fields - Engineering and Computer Science, Humanities, 

Life Sciences, Mathematical Sciences, Physical Sciences and Social 

Sciences. The work of the laureates this year addresses some of the 

greatest challenges of our time, studying the effects of climate change on 

fragile ecosystems and contributing to more effective conservation 

strategies, designing a robust indigenous platform for rapid testing of 

deadly diseases like COVID-19 and TB, understanding the nuclear 

force to better harness nuclear energy for the benefit of humankind, and 

addressing issues such as sexual violence and jurisprudence in our 

society. Winners were felicitated by the Chief Guest, Prof. Gagandeep 

Kang FRS, Professor at CMC Vellore, Infosys Prize laureate 2016, and 

one of India's leading virologists.

The award comprises a pure gold medal, a citation and a prize-purse of 

USD 100,000, tax free in India.

The laureates were chosen from a competitive pool of 201 nominations 

received this year. The winners of the Infosys Prize 2021 were identified 

by an accomplished jury of scholars and professors from some of the 

most prestigious universities across the world. The eminent chairs of the 

jury who announced the winners of the 13th Infosys Prize were:

Prof. Arvind (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) for Engineering 

and Computer Science, Prof. Kaushik Basu (Cornell University and 

former SVP, World Bank) for Social Sciences, Prof. Akeel Bilgrami 

(Columbia University) for Humanities, Prof. Chandrashekhar Khare 

(University of California, Los Angeles) for Mathematical Sciences, 

Prof. Shrinivas Kulkarni (California Institute of Technology) for 

Physical Sciences, and Prof. Mriganka Sur (Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology) for Life Sciences.

The Infosys Prize, the highest prize for science and research in India, has 

a history of recognizing and felicitating exceptional talent for 

contributions in science, research, and technology. Several laureates of 

the Infosys Prize – past and present - have gone on to occupy positions of 

influence in academia and the top echelons of government and win 

prestigious international honors like the Nobel Prize in Economics, the 

Fields Medal, and the Macarthur 'Genius' Grant.

The Infosys Science Foundation believes that, like those before them, 

the winners of the Infosys Prize 2021 will have a lasting impact on the 

world stage. By recognizing these researchers and celebrating their 

achievements, the Infosys Prize hopes to create role models who will 

encourage young minds to explore science and research as career 

options.

Mr. Kris Gopalakrishnan, President – Infosys Science Foundation, said, 

“The Infosys Science Foundation has recognized excellence for the last 

13 years. By recognizing and celebrating the creativity and innovation of 

these remarkable individuals, we hope to inspire and encourage others 

and society at large. While results may not always be immediately 

apparent, we must remember that the long arc of knowledge, discovery, 

and invention will benefit mankind in unexpected ways as we have seen 

with mRNA vaccines during this COVID crisis. With the Infosys Prize, 

we not only reward apparent breakthroughs but also the far-reaching 

potential of the work of these stellar researchers and scholars.”

Among those in attendance at the virtual ceremony were the trus-tees of 

the Infosys Science Foundation Mr. Kris Gopalakrishnan (President – 

Infosys Science Foundation), Mr. Srinath Batni, Mr. K. Dinesh, Mr. 

Narayana Murthy, Mr. Nandan Nilekani, Mr. Mohandas Pai, and Mr. S. 

D. Shibulal. In addition to the trustees and jury members, the event was 

attended by distinguished scientists and academicians from India and 

overseas, as well as business leaders, young researchers, and students.

On the occasion of the Infosys Prize ceremony, Chief Guest - Prof. 

Gagandeep Kang said, “In the past few centuries, and certainly in the 

future, the history of the world has been, and will be shaped by the 

countries that lead in science and intellectual exploration. For any 

nation and society, world-leading science is a matter of prestige and a 

contribution to excellence in the country and the world. Recognition of 

exploration, innovation, and response to scientific and societal 

challenges is the goal of the Infosys Prize. Awards such as these create 

role models of science and scholarship that future generations can 

emulate. The Infosys Science Foundation goes beyond the awards to 

create the opportunities for sharing of the journey of exploration, the 

many failures and occasional triumphs, and the value of both 

experiences. It seeks to change the narrative around critical thought and 

exploration, so essential to our world today.”

The Laureates of the Infosys Prize 2021 are:

Engineering and Computer Science

Dr. Chandrasekhar Nair

The Infosys Prize 2021 in Engineering and Computer Science is 

awarded to Dr. Chandrasekhar Nair, CTO of Molbio Diagnostics in 

Bengaluru, for his development and large-scale deployment of 

TrueNat, a new point-of-care testing platform for PCR based medical 

diagnostics. Dr. Nair's work, invented and produced in India, has 

enabled rapid testing for millions of COVID-19 and TB cases in India 

and other resource-limited countries around the world. PCR 

(Polymerase Chain Reaction) based testing enables direct testing of 

genes (human or of infectious agents) from patient samples. While it 

has become the gold standard for testing many infectious diseases, the 

high cost and complexity of testing platforms restricted its use to 

sophisticated labs. Dr. Nair has created a battery-operated, rugged, field 

usable PCR device that requires minimal training and can be deployed 

at scale in resource-limited settings. The platform comprises a portable 

machine and disposable cartridges, that can test more than 30 diseases 

under one hour, enabling point-of-care testing for early detection, 

which leads to faster recovery from diseases and breaks the chain of 

community spread.

Humanities

Dr. Ângela Barreto Xavier

The Infosys Prize 2021 in Humanities is awarded to Dr. Ângela Barreto 

Xavier from the Institute of Social Sciences, University of Lisbon, 

Portugal, for her deeply researched and sophisticated analysis of 

conversion and violence in the Portuguese empire in India, especially 

Goa. Her extensive body of writings in both English and Portuguese 

have shown Dr. Xavier to be an important and original voice on colonial 

and imperial history.
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Life Sciences

Prof. Mahesh Sankaran

The Infosys Prize 2021 in Life Sciences is awarded to Prof. Mahesh 

Sankaran from the National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS) in 

Bengaluru, in recognition of his pioneering work on the ecology of 

tropical savannah ecosystems, his contributions to highlighting the 

biodiversity of important Indian ecosystems such as the Western Ghats. 

Prof. Sankaran's work and his involvement in international reports on 

climate change and biodiversity have informed and shaped rational 

conservation policy. His work on the ecology of tropical savannah 

ecosystems such as those found in the Western Ghats have a profound 

impact on conservation strategies as well.

Mathematical Sciences

Dr. Neeraj Kayal

The Infosys Prize 2021 in Mathematical Sciences is awarded to Dr. 

Neeraj Kayal of Microsoft Research lab, Bengaluru, for his outstanding 

contributions to Computational Complexity. His extensive, innovative 

work on algebraic computation includes the development of deep lower 

bound techniques proving limitations of this natural model, as well as 

designing efficient algorithms for reconstruction and equivalence of 

such algebraic circuits. There are many factors that go into the extensive 

process of making our modern-day technology possible, but one 

important tool that scientists and engineers use is an algorithm. Efficient 

algorithms are vital to modern life, one relies upon them for 

transportation, security, internet access, and life would be much 

hampered and slowed down without these. It is also important to 

understand the limitations, intrinsic and operational, of algorithms. 

Neeraj Kayal's theoretical work on complexity theory provides the 

mathematical tools to understand the efficiency and limitations of 

algorithms.

Physical Sciences

Prof. Bedangadas Mohanty

The Infosys Prize 2021 in Physical Sciences is awarded to Prof. 

Bedangadas Mohanty from the National Institute of Science Education 

and Research in Bhubaneswar, for investigations of the nuclear force. At 

the Brookhaven National Laboratory and the European Organization for 

Nuclear Research he determined the transition temperature of the quark-

gluon plasma to hadronic matter, observed heavy antimatter nuclei, 

nuclear spin-orbital angular momentum interactions, and other effects in 

quark-gluon plasma.

The most devastating consequences of the nuclear force are well known, 

without a detailed understanding of how it works. By understanding the 

nuclear force in detail, we can better harness nuclear energy. It also 

improves our understanding of highly energetic processes, such as those 

in the interior of stars of different kinds. There is no doubt that before 

long, mankind will venture beyond the solar system and encounter these 

and many other wonders of the universe first-hand. Prof. Mohanty's 

work contributes to preparing us for the adventure! In the meanwhile, 

beneficiaries include astronomers, nuclear chemists, physicists, and 

anyone who uses nuclear energy.

Social Sciences

Dr. Pratiksha Baxi

The Infosys Prize 2021 in Social Sciences is awarded to Dr. Pratiksha 

Baxi from the Centre for the Study of Law and Governance, JNU, New 

Delhi, for her pioneering work on sexual violence and jurisprudence. 

Dr. Baxi's extraordinary ethnographic research and meticulous analysis 

reveal how gendered violence is reproduced by juridical practice. Her 

work brilliantly combines legal studies, sociology, and anthropology 

and has profoundly influenced a growing field of inquiry into the social 

life of law.

Source: Infosys Science Foundation

User-friendly durable Braille maps 

Visually challenged students from all over the country will have the 

access soon to Braille Maps designed and developed using Digital 

Embossing Technology, enabling them for ease of use, user friendly, 

better feeling and durable in terms of quality.

The digital embossing technology is a technology which eliminates the 

need for printing plates, moulds, chemicals, and solvents, emitting no 

pollutants or waste and reduces overall energy usage. This innovative 

technology has been introduced, designed and implemented first time 

in India by National Atlas & Thematic Mapping Organisation 

(NATMO) functioning as the Attached Office of the Department of 

Science & Technology.

The maps produced using this technology is not only useful for high-

speed production of the maps but can also produce Braille Maps that 

can be used by more people for years together. It has been experienced 

that the maps produced with earlier technology has lost its readability 

and feeling experience within a very short span of time. In this regard, it 

is also to mention that feedback from experts and students of the Braille 

community has encouraged and motivated us to prepare the low-cost 

state-of-art product in terms of reduction of volume of the atlas, 

enhancement of the readability features, ease of carry the maps and 

atlas etc.

NATMO started the journey in the year 1997, however, it has become 

popularized with the publication of Braille Atlas for Visually Impaired 

(India), edition 2017 in English Braille Script which received a huge 

response from the visually impaired community. It was developed with 

an indigenous manual embossing method. Prime Minister Shri 

Narendra Modi conferred National Award on “Science & Technology 

Intervention for Physically Challenged” to NATMO for this 
thpublication which was officially released on 10  February 2017 at New 

Delhi.

In continuation, NATMO received unexpected and overwhelming 

demands for Braille Atlases from different corners and it has been 

recognized that NATMO is the pioneer organisation in this domain. 

This has encouraged NATMO to prepare Braille Atlases in Hindi and 

other regional languages. Also, this Organisation has started for the 

preparation of Braille Atlases of different States of India in consultation 

with experts and organisations.
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National Girl Child Day

Young girls as well as women scientists at different levels participated in 

various programmes to encourage participation of women in science on 

the occasion of National Girl Child's Day.

The Department of Science and Technology (DST) organised number of 

events like webinars to encourage girls to dream of being part of some of 

the top scientific institutes in the country, talks to celebrate success of 

women scientists, sensitization workshops to encourage gender equity 

in institutions, quizzes to commemorate women achievers of India as 

well as lectures that discussed issues of women's participation in 

science.

The events were organized under different programmes of Women In 

Science and Engineering (WISE-KIRAN) Division of DST to celebrate 

'National Girl Child Day' on 24 January 2022 under 'Azadi Ka Amrit 

Mahotsav'.

A webinar was organized under DST's new initiative for the girls 

'Vigyan Jyoti' on the theme

“Girls with Dreams become Women with Vision”. Shri Vinayak Garg, 

Commissioner, NVS, welcomed and asked schools to start self-defence 

training for girls. Dr. Amita Dev, Vice-

Chancellor, Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women 

(IGDTUW), New Delhi, highlighted the need to empower the girl 

students and underlined that girl student should dream big. Dr. Nisha 

Mendiratta, Head & Advisor WISE-KIRAN Division, DST, conveyed 

that the girls need to be confident and courageous to overcome the 

gender stereotypes and work towards grooming themselves as 

progressive women to Vigyan Jyoti scholars. Around 10,000 Girls 

participated in this webinar along with their teachers and peers.

Girls enrolled under Vigyan Jyoti at different Jawahar Navodaya 

Vidyalayas (JNVs) participated in various extracurricular activities viz. 

painting, speech, essay writing, singing, skits and so on.

A motivational talk on 'Women Empowerment: Importance & 

Challenges' was organized by DST-TIFAC under Women Scientist 

Scheme-C (WOS-C) of DST. Dr. Nidhi Sandal from Institute of Nuclear 

Medicine & Allied Sciences (INMAS), Defence Research & 

Development Organisation (DRDO), emphasized that women are now 

contributing enormously in the science & technology domain, and this is 

evident from the technologies developed and patents filed by them in 

recent years. She highlighted the achievements of women scientists 

across the globe in the area of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR). 

Around 115 women scientists being trained of IPRs under WOS-C 

programme attended this talk.

A sensitization workshop was organized under DST's GATI (Gender 

Advancement for Transforming Institutions) Programme by ICAR-

IVRI, Bareilly, a GATI pilot institution. The speakers shared journey 

and experience of GATI pilot project at institute. Dr Renu Agarwal, Ex-

Chief Scientist, CSIR-CFTRI, Mysore, spoke on 'Gender 

Sensitization'. Dr. Nisha Mendiratta, Head & Advisor WISE-KIRAN 

Division, DST, elaborated on several initiatives of Govt. of India, 

including Women in Science and Engineering (WISE)-KIRAN 

division of DST, which cater to the requirement of overcoming barriers 

that girls and women scientists face.

Shri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam, Tirupati, a women university 

supported under CURIE Programme of DST organized webinar on 

'Raising Legal Age of Marriage for Women: Empowering Girls for a 

Brighter Tomorrow'. Other women universities like Avinashilingam 

Institute for Home Science and Higher Education for Women, 

Coimbatore organized a webinar on “Adolescent Nutrition” and 

“Empowerment of Girl Child” while Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical 

University for Women, Delhi held a talk on 'Living without Fear and 

with Dreams'. Dr. Rashmi Singh, IAS, Special Secretary and Director 

Department of Women and Child and Social Welfare, Govt. of NCT of 

Delhi, emphasized that students should become independent and 

fearless in their careers.

With encouragement and support from Department of Science & 

Technology, NATMO has developed Braille Unit with state-of-art 

cutting edge solution such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and spot UV 

coating methods for Digital Embossing Solution. The complete process 

undergoes different stages with end-to-end solution in digital platform.  

Primarily thematic maps are prepared on digital platforms using GIS 

technology. The hard copy products are then laminated with soft sheets. 

The soft laminated maps are placed onto the embossing digital devices 

with perfect registration for spot UV coating. Soft copy maps are 

masked in the area of interest for embossing. AI technology is used for 

3D embossing to get the final Braille Maps. Complete map sets are 

bound spirally for the easy use of the visually impaired students.

Braille Atlas of India were distributed in 323 schools of India as a proof 

of concept (PoC). Along with this publication, NATMO also organized 

Braille Workshops & Quiz Contests to develop awareness among the 

visually impaired student, teachers and trainers. From 2017 to 2019, 

total 1409 students from 97 schools of 22 States & UT participated in 

the Braille Workshops & Quiz Contests.
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Prof. Mayank Shrivastava, Swarnajayanti Fellow 2021

Prof. Mayank Shrivastava from IISc Bangalore, a recipient of 

Swarnajayanti fellowship 2020-21, is working on applications of 

emerging materials that can help computers mimic functions that the 

brain can perform rapidly. It can help computers perform cognitive 

functions, identify people from a crowd, distinguish smell as well as 

learn and take decisions.

Since their inception, advanced computing systems have been using von 

Neumann architecture, which uses physically separated processing and 

memory blocks. While it has been the most cost-effective approach to 

date, physical separation of memory from the processing blocks has 

become the rate limiter for pushing the computational capabilities of 

advanced nanoelectronic systems. Besides, von Neumann's architecture 

fails in real-time processing of information that human brain can process 

in a fraction of a second. Keeping these gaps in mind, an alternative 

architecture, inspired by the organization of neurons (processing unit) 

and synapses (memory) in the human brain that emulates brain-like 

computing behaviour, have been explored significantly in the last 

decade.

A significant amount of research to understand the fundamental 

mechanisms of the brain and explorations of various novel memory 

architectures is now giving the engineering community confidence that 

developing systems that can mimic brain-like function is an achievable 

goal for the coming decades. A key element of such an architecture is a 

memory device called the artificial synapse, which, however, must 

work on biological/synaptic principles.

Professor Srivastava is exploring materials like Gallium Nitride 

(GaN), atomically thin two-dimensional materials like Graphene, and 

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), for various electronics, 

power devices, electro-optic, Thz, memory, and quantum applications. 

Using Graphene and 2D-TMDCc, he is extending capabilities of 

memory devices to work on biological/synaptic principles and bridge 

the gap between biological neural networks and their artificial 

counterpart.

Currently, along with his research group, he is developing few-atom 

thick neuromorphic circuits, GaN-based ultra-high-power devices 

with high reliability, and devices/circuits for operation at THz 

frequencies.

Prof. Shrivastava's work has resulted in over 150 peer-reviewed 

international publications and around 50 patents, and he has set a GaN 

manufacturing start-up named AGNIT Semiconductors Most of these 

patents are either licensed by semiconductor companies or are in use in 

their products. He is also one of the co-founders of a Pvt. Ltd.

As part of this fellowship, his group plans to work on novel devices 

emulating brain-like (computational) behaviour. This should 

eventually help developing few-atom thick neuromorphic circuits, 

which will be capable of solving several complex problems which a 

human brain can solve in a fraction of seconds, but a conventional 

computer can't in real-time.

“While several synaptic device proposals are available in literature, 

none helps bridge the gap between biological neural networks and their 

artificial counterpart. While developing systems that can mimic brain-

like function is achievable, we are still too far from realizing a brain-

like computational system. The present work will give a pathway to 

bridge the critical gaps,” said Prof. Shrivastava.

Dr. Pabitra K. Nayak, Swarna Jayanti Fellow 2021
Pabitra K. Nayak, reader at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research-

Hyderabad and Swarnajayanti fellow for the year 2020-21, is leading a 

research group for the development of efficient next-generation low-

cost semiconductor materials which can contribute to India's 

technological leadership in this area.

India has recently announced incentives of INR 2,30,000 crore to 

position India as global hub for electronics manufacturing with 

semiconductors as the foundational building block and efficient next-

generation low-cost semiconductor materials could pave the path 

towards positioning India as the global hub for Electronic System 

Design and Manufacturing as per the vision of Aatmanirbhar Bharat.

Large-scale commercially viable electronic applications can be realized 

by low-energy processible materials like metal halide perovskite and 

organic semiconductors. However, in competing with traditional 

inorganic semiconductors, organic materials and halide perovskites 

still lag in electrical conductivity. This lag can be addressed through 

doping to introduce more numbers of free electrons (or holes) increase 

conductivity, or to control the charge injection /extraction properties at 

the interface of other semiconductors or metals, thus affecting the 

performance of devices.

Most of the attention of the research community has been in developing 

electronic dopants systems that are based on highly complex and 

reactive organic or organometallic complexes, which are largely 

inefficient and leave behind side products which affects the long-term 

stability of devices. Thus there is a need to look beyond these 

approaches and beyond the state-of-the-art research in electronic 

doping.

In a paper published in Nature Materials, Dr. Nayak has shown the very 
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Artificial Intelligence and machine learning may soon be used to 

develop indigenous technology for prediction and control of vapor 

explosion-induced accidents in boilers so as to prevent such mishaps. A 

staggering 23,000 boiler accidents have been recorded worldwide over 

the past 10 years, wherein India alone accounts for the 34% of global 

deaths.

In order to address this challenge, Rishi Raj, an Associate Professor in 

the Department of Mechanical Engineering, IIT Patna, and a recipient of 

Swarnajayanti fellowship 2021 instituted by the Department of Science 

and Technology (DST), Government of India, is working on a novel 

technology utilising Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning to 

develop prognostic tools for advance prediction and control of vapor 

explosion induced accidents in boilers.

This indigenous technology for online monitoring and control of boiling 

process for online monitoring and control of boiling process will help 

improve the health, efficiency, and economy of boilers used in key 

industrial and strategic applications. It bridges the gap between the 

fundamental knowledge of bubble dynamics on a heated substrate and 

about how boiling actually occurs in large-scale systems used in 

chemical, thermal, nuclear, petroleum, space-based, and manufacturing 

applications.

Prof. Raj recently demonstrated that the acoustic fingerprint associated 

with bubbles may be instrumental in decoding the science of boiling. 

The thermal and optical characterization strategies represent a two-

dimensional map of the actual three-dimensional boiling phenomena. In 

comparison, the sound of boiling imbibes statistically rich and 

temporally resolved information of bubble activity. To this end, his 

research group has developed an acoustic emission-based deep learning 

framework which enables advance prediction of boiling crisis to 

Dr. Rishi Raj, Swarnajayanti Fellow 2021

mitigate thermal runaway induced failures in boiling-based systems.  

Boiling crisis or very vigorous boiling or formation of bubbles is 

dangerous for applications due to sudden increases in pressure and 

temperature.

Professor Raj now proposes that with support of the Swarnajayanti 

fellowship, he will visualize the bubble behaviour in terms of size, 

number density, and frequency of bubble formation and couple it with 

sound and thermal (temperature) data to get to the root of the problem 

and explain the physics of the phenomenon.

The eventual goal is to identify the dominant bubble activity features to 

develop a physics-informed tool for the advance prediction of boiling 

regimes using a single acoustic sensor (hydrophone). Such a tool may 

then be deployed to invoke pre-emptive control of vapour explosion-

induced accidents in industrial boilers.

first example of an adduct-based dopant system (impurities that can 

change the electrical conductivity of semiconductors) for organic 

semiconductors, where the dopants do not leave behind any side 

products and work better than the existing class of dopants. He has also 

made seminal contributions towards the understanding of 

crystallization and doping in halide perovskites, a class of materials 

that are driving the progress of emerging solar cell technologies.  

Dr. Nayak, who won the SwarnaJayanti fellowship of the Department 

of Science and Technology (DST), now aims to develop new doping 

agents based on molecular adducts (a molecular species formed out of a 

combination of multiple distinct molecules) and radicals for efficient 

and clean electronic doping of different types of semiconductors. He 

hopes that this will help in coming up with new systems which will have 

better performance.

His group will investigate the mechanism of p-type and n-type 

electronic doping of organic and metal halide perovskite 

semiconductors. Processes will be developed to neutralize electronic 

defects, which are often responsible for poor device performances. 

New doping methods and materials developed by the group will be 

used to realize the state-of-the-art perovskite and organic-based solar 

cells, light-emitting devices, and transistors and heterostructures. The 

new doping methods and dopants are expected to cause a paradigm 

shift in the doping of soft semiconductors as they will end our 

dependency on highly expensive dopant molecules. The new 

generation of dopants will drive the next revolution in displays, solar 

cells, and bio-electronics by improving their efficiency and stability. 

This will enable the wider application of low-cost and printable 

electronics.
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Prof. Bhattacharjee's research helps to provide a generalised paradigm 

to understanding the plethora of novel electronic properties in such 

quantum systems. The central question pertains to developing 

theoretical understanding of hitherto unknown collective electronic 

behaviour in materials beyond simple magnets, metals/semiconductors 

and superconductors.

A rather bizarre phenomenon called quantum entanglement has been 

found to play the central role in stabilising these electronic phases of 

matter in many candidate materials around us. A remarkably counter-

intuitive property of quantum entanglement compared to our everyday 

experience is its non-local nature. It is this precise aspect that allows for 

newer collective behaviours to emerge in electrons. The fallouts are 

astonishing. It can lead to, among other things, technologically 

important surface metals in otherwise bulk electric insulators or help 

create quantum analogues of computing bits.

The open frontiers focussing on the true breadth of possible newer 

“quantum ordered” phases of electrons and their classification, as well 

as their relevance to the plethora of newer materials, is at heart of 

Professor Bhattacharjee's research interests.  His work aims at 

achieving a comprehensive theoretical understanding of the properties 

of the many-many electrons inside these materials and the new 

emergent principles that govern their behaviour. His earlier studies 

published in Physical Review studied various aspects of quantum 

materials like topological phases of matter and their excitations as well 

as emergent electromagnetism in granular solids. Collectively, these 

efforts provide new insights and a step forward towards our 

understanding of novel basic properties of the nature around us and 

provide the basis of future technologies.

Research with the support of Swarnajayanti Fellowship instituted by 

the Department of Science & Technology, Government of India aims to 

provide a controlled understanding of various aspects of strange 

metals. According to him, “this research will help to bridge the gap 

between theory and experiments of these phases and provide key 

insights into the non-trivial role of quantum mechanics that shapes the 

correlated behaviour of electrons in these strange metals”, added Prof. 

Bhattacharjee.

Source: PIB

Dr. Subhro Bhattacharjee, Swarnajayanti Fellow 2021

Even by the standards of quantum physicists, strange metals are odd. 

The materials are related to high-temperature superconductors and 

have surprising connections to the properties of black holes.

Subhro Bhattacharjee, Associate Professor at the International Centre 

for Theoretical Sciences, Bengaluru and recipient of the Swarnajayanti 

fellowship 2020-2021, aims to explore this new and uncharted frontier 

of quantum materials. He is working to provide a generalised paradigm 

to understand the plethora of novel properties in quantum systems like 

collective behaviour of the many interacting electrons inside these 

materials dubbed electronic phases of matter. They give rise to 

magnets, semiconductors and superconductors, due to subtle interplay 

of quantum mechanics and interaction between the electrons inside the 

material.

Very little is known about such phases, even though they form parent 

phases for some of the most novel and technologically useful forms of 

quantum matter. Understanding such collective electronic behaviour 

forms one of the greatest challenges of our times and holds key to 

future technologies. In spite of its remarkable success, the current 

theoretical framework to describe collective electronic behaviour of 

such quantum materials has severe limitations and calls for 

fundamentally new ideas to capture the above interplay. This 

understanding is crucial today to harness advanced material properties 

based on their quantum nature.

In this regard, he proposes to demonstrate a feedback control strategy to 

initiate auxiliary cooling units to avoid undesired thermal runaway in an 

existing 30 kW fire-tube boiler installed at IIT Patna. Additional 

demonstrations will include complete mitigation of sudden increase in 

temperature from a few hundred to above thousand degrees (thermal 

runaway) observed during boiling crisis in challenging scenarios of 

boiling in space-based zero-gravity conditions and to develop smart 

thermal management solutions for miniaturized electronic devices. Such 

sudden and large increase in temperature usually results in pressure 

increase or meltdown of metallic components leading to leakage and 

explosion or other accidents. 

The progress made as a part of this project is not only anticipated to 

advance the science of boiling but is also expected to accelerate the 

implementation of modern prognostics and health management tools in 

existing boilers. Improved safety due to the modernization of boilers, 

higher productivity due to reduction in downtime, and optimal usage of 

energy and water resources are together anticipated to address 

important sustainability challenges.
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Climate and health impacts of natural gas 
stoves 

Humans have cooked with fire for millennia, but it may be time 

for a change. Natural gas appliances warm the planet in two 

ways: generating carbon dioxide by burning natural gas as a 

fuel and leaking unburned methane into the air. A new Stanford-led 

study reveals that the methane leaking from natural gas-burning stoves 

inside U.S. homes has a climate impact comparable to the carbon 

dioxide emissions from about 500,000 gasoline-powered cars.

This extra warming from home methane leaks contributes about a third 

as much warming as the carbon dioxide generated by combustion of the 

stove's natural gas, and sometimes exposes users to respiratory disease-

triggering pollutants. The findings, published in Environmental Science 

& Technology, come as legislators in numerous U.S. municipalities and 

at least one state – New York – weigh banning natural gas hookups from 

new construction.

“Surprisingly, there are very few measurements of how much natural 

gas escapes into the air from inside homes and buildings through leaks 

and incomplete combustion from appliances,” said study lead author 

Eric Lebel, who conducted the research as a graduate student in 

Stanford's School of Earth, Energy and Environmental Sciences 

(Stanford Earth). “It's probably the part of natural gas emissions we 

understand the least about, and it can have a big impact on both climate 

and indoor air quality.”

An overlooked contributor to a growing problem

Although carbon dioxide is more abundant in the atmosphere, methane's 

global warming potential is about 86 times as great over a 20-year period 

and at least 25 times as great a century after its release. Methane also 

threatens air quality by increasing the concentration of tropospheric 

ozone, exposure to which causes an estimated 1 million premature 

deaths annually worldwide due to respiratory illnesses. Methane's 

relative concentration has grown more than twice as fast as that of 

carbon dioxide since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution because 

of human-driven emissions.

While pipeline leaks of natural gas, which is more than 90 percent 

methane, have been studied extensively, natural gas-burning cooking 

appliances have received comparatively little attention.

Over one-third of U.S. households – more than 40 million homes – cook 

with gas. Unlike other gas appliances, such as space and water heaters 

that are usually placed away from living quarters, cooking appliances 

directly expose people to their emissions, which can include 

formaldehyde, carbon monoxide and nitric oxides that can trigger 

asthma, coughing, wheezing and difficulty breathing, occasionally 

resulting in hospitalization. Hood use and ventilation help reduce 

concentrations of nitrogen oxides and other co-produced pollutants in 

kitchen air, yet surveys show that home cooks on average use hoods for 

kitchen ventilation only 25–40 percent of the time.

Findings and implications

To better understand cooking appliances' potential climate and health 

impacts, the researchers measured methane and nitrogen oxides 

released in 53 homes in California, not only during combustion, ignition 

and extinguishment, but also while the appliance was off, something 

most previous studies had not done. Their study included 18 brands of 

gas cooktops and stoves ranging in age from 3 to 30 years.

The highest emitters were cooktops that ignited using a pilot light 

instead of a built-in electronic sparker. Methane emissions from the 

puffs of gas emitted while igniting and extinguishing a burner were on 

average equivalent to the amount of unburned methane emitted during 

about 10 minutes of cooking with the burner. Interestingly, the 

researchers found no evidence of a relationship between the age or cost 

of a stove and its emissions. Most surprising of all, more than three-

quarters of methane emissions occurred while stoves were off, 

suggesting that gas fittings and connections to the stove and in-home gas 

lines are responsible for most emissions, regardless of how much the 

stove is used.

Overall, the researchers estimated that natural gas stoves emit up to 1.3 

percent of the gas they use as unburned methane. While the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) does not report emissions 

from specific residential natural gas appliances, it does report methane 

emissions for residential appliances collectively. From stoves alone, the 

researchers estimated total methane emissions to be substantially more 

than the emissions currently reported by the EPA for all residential 

sources.

Larger stoves tended to emit higher rates of nitric oxides, for example. 

Using their estimate of emissions of nitrogen oxides, the researchers 

found that people who don't use their range hoods or who have poor 

Natural gas stoves release methane – a potent greenhouse gas – and other pollutants through 

leaks and incomplete combustion 

(Image credit: Getty Images)
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Future hurricanes will roam over more of 
the Earth

W
riting in the journal Nature Geoscience, the study's authors 

said tropical cyclones — hurricanes and typhoons — could 

migrate northward and southward in their respective 

hemispheres, as the planet warms as a result of anthropogenic 

greenhouse gas emissions. 2020's subtropical storm Alpha, the first 

tropical cyclone observed making landfall in Portugal, and this year's 

Hurricane Henri, which made landfall in Connecticut, may be 

harbingers of such storms.

“This represents an important, under-estimated risk of climate change,” 

said first author Joshua Studholme, a physicist in Yale's Department of 

Earth and Planetary Sciences in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and a 

contributing author on the United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change sixth assessment report published earlier this year.

st“This research predicts that the 21  century's tropical cyclones will likely 

occur over a wider range of latitudes than has been the case on Earth for 

the last 3 million years,” Studholme said.

Co-authors of the study are Alexey Fedorov, a professor of oceanic and 

atmospheric sciences at Yale, Sergey Gulev of the Shirshov Institute of 

Oceanology, Kerry Emanuel of the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, and Kevin Hodges of the University of Reading.

While an increase in tropical cyclones is commonly cited as a harbinger 

of climate change, much remains unclear about how sensitive they are to 

the planet's average temperature. In the 1980's, study co-author Emanuel 

used concepts from classical thermodynamics to predict that global 

warming would result in more intense storms — a prediction that has 

been validated in the observational record.

Yet other aspects of the relationship between tropical cyclones and 

climate still lack physically based theory. For example, there is no 

agreement among scientists about whether the total number of storms 

will increase or decrease as the climate warms, or why the planet 

experiences roughly 90 such events each year.

“There are large uncertainties in how tropical cyclones will change in the 

future,” said Fedorov. “However, multiple lines of evidence indicate that 

we could see more tropical cyclones in mid-latitudes, even if the total 

frequency of tropical cyclones does not increase, which is still actively 

debated. Compounded by the expected increase in average tropical 

cyclone intensity, this finding implies higher risks due to tropical 

cyclones in Earth's warming climate.”

Typically, tropical cyclones form at low latitudes that have access to 

warm waters from tropical oceans and away from the shearing impact of 

the jet streams — the west-to-east bands of wind that circle the planet. 

Earth's rotation causes clusters of thunderstorms to aggregate and spin 

up to form the vortices that become tropical cyclones. Other 

mechanisms of hurricane formation also exist.

As the climate warms, temperature differences between the Equator and 

the poles will decrease, the researchers say. In summer months, this may 

cause weakening or even a split in the jet stream, opening a window in 

the mid-latitudes for tropical cyclones to form and intensify.

For the study, Studholme, Fedorov, and their colleagues analyzed 

numerical simulations of warm climates from Earth's distant past, recent 

satellite observations, and a variety of weather and climate projections, 

as well as the fundamental physics governing atmospheric convection 

and planetary-scale winds. For example, they noted that simulations of 

warmer climates during the Eocene (56 to 34 million years ago) and 

Pliocene (5.3 to 2.6 million years ago) epochs saw tropical cyclones 

form and intensify at higher latitudes.

“The core problem when making future hurricane predictions is that 

models used for climate projections do not have sufficient resolution to 

simulate realistic tropical cyclones,” said Studholme, who is a 

postdoctoral fellow at Yale. “Instead, several different, indirect 

approaches are typically used. However, those methods seem to distort 

the underlying physics of how tropical cyclones form and develop. A 

number of these methods also provide predictions that contradict each 

other.”

The new study derives its conclusions by examining connections 

between hurricane physics on scales too small to be represented in 

current climate models and the better-simulated dynamics of Earth's jet 

streams and north-south air circulation, known as the Hadley cells.

Source: Based on news release from Yale University, written by Jim 

Shelton

stA new study suggests the 21  century will see an expansion of hurricanes and typhoons into mid-

latitude regions, which include major cities such as New York, Boston, Beijing, and Tokyo.

ventilation can surpass the EPA's guidelines for 1-hour exposure to 

nitrogen dioxide outdoors (there are no indoor standards) within a few 

minutes of stove usage, particularly in smaller kitchens.

Source: Stanford University. Author: Rob Jordan

Climate and health impacts of natural gas stoves 
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Want to survive a mass extinction event? 
Ask the ancient lizards how

A
bout 65 million years ago, a giant asteroid smashed into Earth, 

likely somewhere in Mexico's Yucatán Peninsula, triggering a 

mass extinction event. The collision and its after-effects wiped 

out some 75% of the world's species. No four-legged animals larger than 

a bulldog survived, with the exception of a few cold-blooded creatures 

in the lizard family.

Some 30 million years later, these scaly species weathered another mass 

extinction that decimated ocean life. It likely won't be the last test of its 

endurance. As climate change heats the planet, scientists believe we're 

heading into yet another mass extinction event — the first ever caused 

by humans.

How well our own species survives could be helped by understanding 

the resilience of ancient lizards and their much hotter world, says Hank 

Woolley, an Earth sciences PhD student at the USC Dornsife College of 

Letters, Arts and Sciences and graduate student-in-residence at the 

Dinosaur Institute at the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles 

County.

“The only way we can even begin to think about understanding what life 

will look like in a warmer world, without ice caps, is by looking back in 

time at the fossil record,” explains Woolley, who is researching why 

some animals survive mass extinction events better than others and what 

the world's biodiversity looked like when global temperatures were 

higher.

Historical interests

Woolley grew up in Colorado with an early love of all things prehistoric. 

He was a frequent visitor to the Denver Museum of Nature & Science's 

How well our own species survives could be helped by understanding the resilience of ancient 

lizards and their much hotter world

Hank Woolley's fieldwork has exposed him to extreme climates, including the blistering cold of Antarctica. (Photo: Mike Lucibella, 

USAP.)
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Long-reads and powerful algorithms identify “invisible” microbes

Dinosaur Hall, which walks visitors through 4 billion years of Earth's 

history, and an avid fan of the Jurassic Park movies.

He strayed from this early interest in college, majoring in history and 

French at Bates College, but the detour didn't last long. He ended up 

back at the museum with an internship in the paleontology department 

after graduation. His love for the subject reemerged among the dinosaur 

teeth and fossilized corals.

“As soon as I started interacting with fossils again, I realized: 'Oh, this is 

what I want to do for a career,'” says Woolley. He headed to the 

University of Colorado Boulder and got another undergraduate degree, 

this time in geology.

A fortuitous meeting led him to USC: He met Nate Smith, adjunct 

associate professor (research) of Earth sciences at USC Dornsife, out on 

a dig. “I told him I was applying to graduate school, and he said that he 

was taking a student and encouraged me to apply,” says Woolley.

Fast forward a few years and Woolley is now at USC Dornsife, where 

Smith and David Bottjer, professor of Earth sciences, biological 

sciences and environmental sciences, are his co-advisers as he 

researches ancient reptiles and mass extinction events.

Jackhammers and stegosaurus

Woolley's work also focuses on understanding where ancient life lived 

on a once hotter planet. For instance, the area around the equator is now 

home to fertile zones such as the Amazon rainforest but go back several 

million years to a warmer climate and things look quite different.

“We always think of today's equator as this really amazing biodiversity 

hotspot, but in a hothouse world that might be different,” says Woolley. 

In an Earth without ice caps, areas like far northern America may have 

been much more suitable for life than around a blistering equatorial 

zone.

As the globe heats under climate change, uncovering what areas of the 

world best host biodiversity during hotter times will be essential to 

adapting where humans live and grow food.

Woolley's research often takes him out into the field. He's been on digs in 

Madagascar and the Antarctic and recently returned from an expedition 

north of Moab, Utah, as he works to catalogue the geographic patterns of 

dinosaurs in North America.

This summer saw him excavating one of his favorite childhood 

dinosaurs, the stegosaurus, famed for the massive plates that adorned its 

spine. It was less than ideal conditions for a dig — a heat dome had settled 

over the area, pushing temperatures up to 115 degrees. The dinosaur 

required thunderous jackhammers to excavate. Woolley knows it's all 

just part of the job, however. Fossil hunting is a lot like the old, gritty days 

of gold prospecting.

“You often get skunked. You go days and days without finding fossils and 

then, at 4 p.m. on the last day, you find the great find,” says Woolley. 

“You've got to just stay the course, stay consistent and, of course, eat well. 

If you're not finding fossils, you better be at least having some good 

meals.”

Listen to the record

A fossil record that shows Earth has rebounded from numerous mass 

extinction events shouldn't be taken as a sign to trust that Mother Earth 

has got us covered. This is humanity's first extinction event, after all.

“We as humans evolved during an ice cap world. Earth has gone through 

warmer and cooler periods, but this is totally unprecedented in terms of 

what humans have evolved through and are used to living in,” says 

Woolley. “While we're an extremely adaptable species, and we might 

very well survive this, there's also untold suffering that will happen if we 

do nothing about it right now.”

Of course, there are limits to how much power Woolley and his fellow 

paleontologists have to change our trajectory.

“We're not solving the Da Vinci code or an age-old mystery of how we 

save humanity,” says Woolley. “Paleontologists just try to provide 

contextual data for modern biologists, ecologists and conservationists to 

help them understand our ecosystems today.”

With a little luck, and with the help of scientists like Woolley, we may fare 

like the lizard and mark the fossil record for millions of years to come.

Source: Based on the news release from University of South California, 

written by Margaret Crable 

“We as humans evolved during an 

ice cap world. Earth has gone 

through warmer and cooler periods, 

but this is totally unprecedented in 

terms of what humans have evolved 

through and are used to living in,” 

says Woolley. “While we're an 

extremely adaptable species, and 

we might very well survive this, 

there's also untold suffering that 

will happen if we do nothing about 

it right now.”
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Long-reads and powerful algorithms 
identify “invisible” microbes

To solve the metagenome assembly, the team of UC San Diego's 

Pavel Pevzner used the algorithmic approach that is not unlike 

solving the “Seven Bridges of Konigsberg” puzzle, which asks 

participants to find a path through the middle age city of Konigsberg 

while walking across each bridge only once. Pevzner modeled genome 

assembly as a giant city with millions of bridges in which each read 

represents a bridge and a genome represents a path visiting each bridge.

Microbes are everywhere – in our guts, on our skin, permeating the 

environments around us. Studying these microbial communities has 

delivered tremendous insights into disease and good health but 

identifying all the distinct species in a sample can be challenging.

Now, a study by an international research team has shown that highly 

accurate, long-read genomic sequencing technology (HiFi) can shine a 

light on this previously hidden biology.

Researchers at the University of California San Diego Department of 

Computer Science and Engineering, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 

the biotechnology company Pacific Biosciences and labs in Russia, Israel 

and the Netherlands have shown that HiFi, combined with advanced 

algorithms, can differentiate between nearly identical organisms, 

allowing researchers to more completely catalogue microbial 

communities. The study was published today in Nature Biotechnology.

“This HiFi technology, developed by Pacific Biosciences, is 

revolutionizing the field,” said Pavel Pevzner, the Ronald R. Taylor 

Distinguished Professor of Computer Science at UC San Diego and co-

senior author on the paper. “Here, we provide complete or nearly 

New technique developed by international research team could provide tremendous insights into 
health and disease
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Long-reads and powerful algorithms identify “invisible” microbes

complete bacterial genomes, distinguishing very similar bacterial 

strains from a single sample. This is no small thing: Some E. coli strains 

are harmless, others are deadly.”

HiFi recently helped sequence a complete human genome, a feat that 

had evaded scientists since the Human Genome Project produced an 

incomplete version 20 years ago.

This paper builds on those findings, showing that long-reads can shine a 

light on previously invisible organisms. Short-reads, the most common 

genomic sequencing technique, analyze brief DNA fragments (100 to 

300 base pairs) and have trouble assembling complete genomes and 

differentiating between genomically-similar microbes.

Long-read technologies, such as HiFi, generate much larger DNA 

fragments (greater than 15,000 base pairs) and have emerged as a 

potential solution. As long-read accuracy has increased, the technology 

has revealed hidden genomic features in amazing detail. In this case, 

HiFi easily differentiated microbes with only minor genomic variations.

“We can now sequence complete genomes of nearly all abundant 

bacteria in a microbiome,” said first author Mikhail Kolmogorov, a 

former UC San Diego postdoctoral fellow and now a Stadtman 

Investigator at the National Cancer Institute. “Short-read studies rarely 

provided complete sequences of even a single microbe.”

Long Reads from Sheep Guts

In this study, the research team used HiFi long-reads to sequence the 

microbial metagenome in sheep guts. Their goal was to create complete 

reference genomes for unique microbial species (metagenome-

assembled genomes or MAGs).

They found HiFi and associated algorithms identified the genomes from 

428 species with greater than 90 percent completeness. Many of these 

had been invisible to short-read technologies. These findings could be a 

tremendous boon for microbiome researchers and other scientists, 

providing new and powerful tools to fully delineate a sample's 

microbial complement.

“Characterizing microbiomes of ruminant livestock, like sheep, can be 

used to develop methods to reduce disease, environmental impact and 

greenhouse gas emissions, while improving productivity,” said 

Timothy Smith, a research chemist at the USDA's Meat Animal Research 

Center and co-senior author on the paper.  “Strain-level genome 

resolution will help track genes related to antimicrobial resistance and 

determine the extent animal husbandry might be contributing to the rise 

of antibiotic resistance in human and animal diseases.”

The applications for this work are quite broad, as the ability to precisely 

delineate specific microbial species in complex samples could inform 

many scientific endeavors.

“Although this study focuses on microbes in the sheep gut, the potential 

is tremendous because microbes inhabit so many places on human, 

animal and plant bodies and throughout the environment,” said Rob 

Knight, director of UC San Diego's Center for Microbiome Innovation 

and a professor in the departments of Computer Science and 

Engineering, Bioengineering and Pediatrics and a co-founder of the 

American Gut Project.

“Having better ways to read genomes in complex environments sets the 

stage for improved efforts to write the genomes we need to solve many of 

society's most pressing problems,” said Knight, who is not an author on 

this study.

These advances should be quite useful in medicine, including UC San 

Diego's groundbreaking phage therapy (IPATH) and antimicrobial 

(CHARM) programs. Microbes may also help diagnose cancer, decipher 

red tides, study plastic biodegradation in the ocean and measure carbon 

release and capture. 

“Rather than combining similar organisms into one bucket, we can now 

differentiate them and get a true metagenomic picture of complex 

bacterial communities,” said Pevzner. “Like complete genomics, which 

is already being applied to rare disease diagnostics, complete 

metagenomics may soon make its way into medicine and many other 

disciplines.”

Other researchers included: Sung Bong Shin, USDA Meat Animal 

Research Center; Derek, M. Bickhart and Kevin Panke-Buisse, USDA 

Dairy Forage Research Center; Elizabeth Tseng and Daniel M. Portik, 

Pacific Biosciences; Anton Korobeynikov and Ivan Tolstoganov, St. 

Petersburg State University; Gherman Uritskiy, Amazon; Ivan Liachko 

and Shawn T. Sullivan, Phase Genomics; Alvah Zorea and Itzhak 

Mizrahi, Ben Gurion University of the Negev; Victòria Pascal Andreu 

and Marnix H. Medema, Wageningen University.

Source: Based on news release from University of California San Diego, 

written by Josh Baxt

“Although this study focuses on 

microbes in the sheep gut, the 

potential is tremendous because 

microbes inhabit so many 

places on human, animal and 

plant bodies and throughout the 

environment,” 
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Cooperation has a dark side, and 
meerkats are helping us see it

C
ooperation and aggression. Meerkats are showing us that one 

may not be possible without the other.

In a study appearing in the journal Nature Communications, Dec. 17,  

2021.  a team of researchers led by Christine Drea, professor of  

Evolutionary Anthropology at Duke University, shows that 

testosterone-fueled aggression may be a crucial part in the evolution of 

cooperation in meerkat societies.

Meerkat societies have a clear boss: the matriarch. Along with her lucky 

mate, she rules over a group of subordinate females and males of all ages. 

According to these new results, her dominion depends almost entirely on 

her very high levels of testosterone.

Subordinates help raise the matriarch's pups. They are cooperative 

breeders who can't raise their offspring by themselves. Parents need the 

help of their group to find food and protect their young while they are 

busy finding food for themselves.

But the matriarchs aren't exactly benevolent leaders. To ensure that the 

Research shows that testosterone-fuelled aggression may be a crucial part in the evolution of 
cooperation in meerkat societies.

New research finds that testosterone-fueled aggression by the matriarch is a crucial part in the evolution of cooperation in meerkat 

societies. Photo: Charli Davies
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Cooperation has a dark side, and meerkats are helping us see it

subordinates give her pups undivided attention, she will often attack 

pregnant subordinates, expelling them from the group, or killing their 

newborn pups.

As a result, few of the adult subordinate females in a clan manage to 

have surviving pups in any given year. A successful matriarch, on the 

other hand, can have as many as three or four successful litters in a good 

year.

In addition to preventing the subordinate females from reproducing, 

matriarchs dominate by pushing and shoving, biting and growling, and 

they mark their turf by rubbing their behinds against rocks and shrubs, 

spreading a pungent scent-marking substance produced in glands 

hidden under their tail.

Now, researchers have found that the matriarch's bossiness, and 

therefore her success, is due to very high levels of testosterone.

“We always think of male competition being driven by testosterone, but 

here we're showing that it's driving female competition too,” said Drea.

To test how testosterone levels relate to the matriarch's success, the 

research team worked with 22 clans of meerkats at the Kuruman River 

Reserve, in South Africa's Kalahari Desert.

These meerkats have been studied for decades and are habituated to 

humans. This allowed researchers to study the matriarchs' behavior 

throughout their pregnancies – taking note of all the times they showed 

aggressive behaviors – and to collect the blood and feces used to 

measure their testosterone levels through time.

“In non-pregnant matriarchs, testosterone values are equivalent to the 

males', and just a little bit lower in subordinate females. But when 

matriarchs get pregnant, they ramp up,” said Drea.

Both the matriarchs' aggressiveness and testosterone levels increased 

together as their pregnancies progressed. Once born, their pups were 

also aggressive, furiously demanding care and feeding from the 

subordinates like spoiled little brats.

But is testosterone actually driving all of this aggressiveness? To answer 

that, researchers treated some matriarchs with flutamide, a testosterone-

receptor blocker that prevents testosterone's action in the body.

Matriarchs treated with flutamide didn't shove, bite, or growl as much. 

They also didn't mark their territory quite as often. Subordinates picked 

up on that and stopped being so deferential. Their boss had lost her edge.

The boss' offspring also lost their edge. Without the testosterone boost 

they would have gotten in their mom's womb, their behavior changed. 

Pups from matriarchs treated with flutamide were calmer and less 

aggressive towards the subordinates.

“The subordinate females and their pups are also aggressive, but not as 

much as the matriarchs and their pups” said Drea. “It's this difference that 

gives matriarchs their edge, and it's this difference that we completely 

erased with testosterone blockers.”

The cross-generational effect of hormones means that testosterone 

doesn't simply help the matriarch have more pups. It also helps her pups 

get a great start in life by bullying the subordinates.

Since blocking the matriarch's testosterone changes the pups' behavior, 

hormones may be driving the maintenance of a cooperative family 

dynasty.

“Here we have experimental results revealing a new mechanism for the 

evolution of cooperative breeding,” Drea said, “one that is based on 

testosterone-mediated aggression and competition between females.”

“Females are not primarily competing for food,” she said. “Competition 

is about ensuring that other individuals help raise their kids. And 

testosterone helps them win that reproductive battle.”

The researchers say that the matriarch's testosterone-fueled aggression is 

the glue that holds the cooperative group together. If females were treated 

with testosterone blockers for longer, they expect that the matriarch 

would be overthrown, and the group's structure would be temporarily 

destabilized.

“When people think about cooperation, they usually think about altruism 

or helping others,” Drea said. “This study is showing that cooperation can 

also arise through aggressive means, and quite effectively.”

Additional authores include Charli S. Davies, Lydia K. Greene, Jessica 

Mitchell, Dimitri V. Blondel, Caroline L. Shearer, Joseph T. Feldblum, 

Kristin A. Dimac-Stohl, Kendra N. Smyth-Kabay & Tim H. Clutton-

Brock.

Source: Based on Duke University news release written by Marie Claire 

Chelini 
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The art of predicting tastes in art

The thick brush strokes and soft color palettes of a Monet. The 

bold colors and abstract shapes of a Rothko. A new Caltech 

study, which appeared in the journal Nature Human Behaviour 

in May, shows that a simple computer program can accurately predict 

which paintings a person will like. 

The study enlisted more than 1,500 volunteers through Amazon's 

crowdsourcing platform Mechanical Turk to rate paintings in the genres 

of impressionism, cubism, abstract, and color field. The volunteers' 

answers were fed into a computer program which, after this training 

period, could predict the volunteers' art preferences much better than 

would happen by chance. 

“I used to think the evaluation of art was personal and subjective, so I 

was surprised by this result,” says lead author Kiyohito Iigaya, a 

postdoctoral scholar in the laboratory of Fletcher Jones Professor of 

Psychology John O'Doherty, an affiliated member of the Tianqiao and 

Chrissy Chen Institute for Neuroscience at Caltech. 

“The main point is that we are gaining an insight into the mechanism 

that people use to make aesthetic judgments,” says O'Doherty. 

In the study, the team programmed the computer to break a painting's 

visual attributes down into what they called low-level features—traits 

like contrast, saturation, and hue—as well as high-level features, which 

require human judgment and include traits such as whether the painting 

is dynamic or still. 

“The computer program then estimates how much a specific feature is 

taken into account when making a decision about how much to like a 

particular piece of art,” explains Iigaya. “Once the computer has 

estimated that, then it can successfully predict a person's liking for 

another previously unseen piece of art.”

The researchers discovered that the volunteers tended to cluster into three 

general categories: those who like paintings with real-life objects, such as 

an impressionist painting; those who like colorful abstract paintings, 

such as a Rothko; and those who like complex paintings, such as 

Picasso's cubist portraits. The majority of people fell into the “real-life 

object” category. 

The researchers found that they could also train a deep convolutional 

neural network (DCNN), a type of machine-learning program, to how to 

predict the volunteer's art preferences with a similar level of accuracy. In 

this case, the deep-learning approach did not include any of the selected 

low- or high-level visual features used in the first part of the study, so the 

computer had to “decide” what features to analyze on its own. 

“In deep-neural-network models, we do not actually know exactly how 

the network is solving a particular task because the models learn by 

themselves much like real brains do,” explains Iigaya. 

In another part of the study, the researchers demonstrated that their 

simple computer program, which had already been trained on art 

preferences, could accurately predict which photos volunteers would 

like. 

Source: California Institute of Technology

Research shows that a simple computer program can accurately predict which paintings a person 
will like. 

Area Broken by Perpendiculars, Joseph Schillinger, 1934. An 

example of abstract art.

Seconnet Point, Rhode Island, Worthington Whittredge,1880
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Obesity-promoting metabolite from intestinal bacteria

The bacteria inside our guts are fine-tuning 
our metabolism, depending on our diet, and 
new research suggests how they acco-mplish 
it. Emory researchers have identified an 
obesity-promoting chemical produced by 
intestinal bacteria. The chemical, called delta-
valerobetaine, suppresses the liver's capacity 
to oxidize fatty acids. The findings were 
recently published in the Journal Nature 
Metabolism. “The discovery of delta-
valerobetaine gives a potential angle on how 
to manipulate our gut bacteria or our diets for 
health benefits,” says co-senior author 
Andrew Neish, MD, professor of pathology 
and laboratory medicine at Emory University 
School of Medicine. “We now have a 
molecular mechanism that provides a starting 
point to under-stand our microbiome as a link 
between our diet and our body composition,” 
says Dean Jones, PhD, professor of medicine 
at Emory University School of Medicine and 
co-senior author of the paper.

The bacterial metabolite delta-valero-betaine 
was identified by com-paring the livers of 
conventionally housed mice with those in 
germ-free mice, which are born in sterile 

conditions and sequestered in a special 
facility. Delta-valerobetaine was only present 
in conventionally housed mice. In addition, 
the authors showed that people who are obese 
or have liver disease tend to have higher levels 
of delta-valerobetaine in their blood. People 
with BMI > 30 had levels that were about 40 
percent higher. Delta-valerobetaine decreases 
the liver's ability to burn fat during fasting 
periods. Over time, the enhanced fat 
accumulation may contri-bute to obesity. 
Specific varieties of bacteria may produce 
more delta-valerobetaine than others, and it is 
possible that an individual whose microbiome 
contains more of these bacteria will 

experience more pressure on their metabolism 
through suppression of mitochondrial 
function, Neish says. “There are a number of 
implications that we are following up on,” he 
says.

Another question is: what factors in human 
diet – meal timing or composition — drive 
higher production of valerobetaine? In mice, 
delta-valerobetaine promotes obesity and fat 
accumulation in the liver when the mice are 
fed a high fat and high sugar diet typical for 
people in Western countries, but not a standard 
mouse diet. Delta-valerobetaine is produced 
from the amino acid lysine via known 
microbial enzymes, so a diet high in lysine 
could also increase the levels of delta-
valerobetaine, Neish says. Delta-valero-
betaine is a precursor of TMAO (trimethy-
lamine N-oxide), which rese-archers at the 
Cleveland Clinic have shown to be associated 
with cardiova-scular disease. How delta-
valerobetaine affects cardio-vascular disease 
risk should be investigated further, the authors 
say.

Source: Based on Emory University news 
release

Biochemistry

Obesity in mice lowered by increasing effects of key weight-regulating 
hormone

Blocking the activity of an enzyme inside fat 
cells can decrease obesity and related health 
disorders in mice, according to new research 
led by the University of Michigan Life 
Sciences Institute. The study, published in the 
journal Nature Metabolism, focused on an 
enzyme called histone deacetylase 6 (or 
HDAC6) as an avenue for decreasing obesity 
by improving the brain's ability to sense the 
hormone leptin. As excess energy accu-
mulates in the form of fat in animals, including 
mice and humans, fat cells release more leptin 
into the body's circulation. This hormone 
helps restore the body's energy balance by 
signaling the brain to decrease appetite and 
increase calorie burning. “When this role of 
leptin was first discovered, people thought it 
would be the silver bullet to treating obesity,” 
said Işin Çakir, a metabolism researcher at the 
LSI and the lead author of the study. “If leptin 
can lower food intake and increase energy 
burning, then more leptin should help lower 
obesity. But that turned out not to be the case.”

Çakir and his colleagues have now identified a 

way to make mice more sensitive to the leptin 
their bodies are already producing and, 
consequently, to induce weight loss and 
improve metabolic health.

The researchers treated obese mice that had 
been fed a high-fat diet with a compound that 
inhibits HDAC6. Within a few weeks, the 
mice's body weight decreased by almost 25%; 
and unlike the weight loss that often occurs 
with caloric restriction, the decrease in mass 
was almost entirely from fat tissue (50% 
decrease in fat mass), with little loss of lean 
muscle mass. The team also observed 
significant improvements in the overall 
metabolic health of the mice. They did not 

experience the decrease in energy expenditure 
that normally accompanies decreased food 
intake - and they showed improvements in both 
liver health and glucose tolerance, indicating 
they were less likely to develop diabetes. Lean 
mice treated with the same compound did not 
lose body mass, nor did obese mice that were 
genetically unable to produce leptin. These 
results verify that high levels of leptin must 
already be present for HDAC6 inhibition to 
lower obesity, and that altering HDAC6 
activity can regulate body weight by 
increasing sensitivity to natural leptin. While 
the results in mice are encouraging, Çakir 
stresses that the findings are still a long way 
from translating to obesity treatments for 
humans.

Source: University of Michigan news release
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A map for the sense of smell

The distinctive smell of a flower… the 

unmistakable aroma of coffee… the dangers 

linked with inhaling smoke fumes. Sensory 

systems have evolved to provide us with 

immediate, finely tuned information about the 

world around us, whether they are colors 

processed through our visual system or certain 

pitches interpreted through our hearing. This 

barrage of information is processed by our 

sensory systems. Scientists have uncovered 

maps that depict how sensory neurons are 

arranged based on their function to effectively 

process such information. This kind of 

functional map, however, had not yet been 

identified for the sense of smell. University of 

California San Diego researchers have now 

described such a smell sensory map in fruit 

flies. On the surface of fly antennae, where 

odorous chemicals are detected, the scientists 

have discovered how the fly olfactory system 

is organized, and why. This new map was 

pub l i shed  January  28 ,  2022  in  the 

Proceedings of the National Academy of 

Sciences by a team lead by graduate student 

Shiuan-Tze Wu from the laboratory of 

Biological Sciences Associate Professor 

Chih-Ying Su. The study details how the fly's 

olfactory receptor neurons, the components 

that sense smell, are organized within the 

sensory hairs.

The researchers provide evidence that the 

fruit fly's olfactory system, which Su 

described as simple yet elegant, is structured 

to give the insect the ability to make quick 

assessments of odors in an unusual way that 

circumvents synaptic communication, which 

is metabolically expensive. Rather, the 

insect's olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) 

communicate through electrical interactions 

with nearby ORNs. This offers an energy-

saving, “metabolically cheap” way to process 

“meaningful odor blends without involving 

costly synaptic computation,” the researchers 

note in the paper. The study describes how 

compartments with two ORNs are arranged to 

detect cues with opposite meanings for the fly. 

Such cues either promote or inhibit certain 

behaviors—to quickly and efficiently assess 

complex odors in their environment. “This 

arrangement provides a means to both evaluate 

and shape the countervailing sensory signals 

relayed to higher brain centers for further 

processing,” according to the paper. “In asking 

questions about the functional meaning of this 

organization, we found that nature has chosen 

a specific way of structuring this sensory 

assay,” said Aljadeff. “If we can understand 

the principle of this type of processing, there 

could be future engineering applications.” 

Source: UC San Diego news release

Biological science

Hungry yeasts are tiny, living thermometers

In a paper published in the Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences, a team at the 

University of Washington looked at phase 

separation in budding yeast and reports that 

living yeast cells can actively regulate a 

process called phase separation in one of their 

membranes. The new findings show for the 

first time that, in response to environmental 

conditions, yeast cells precisely regulate the 

temperature at which their membrane 

undergoes phase separation. The team behind 

this discovery suggests that phase separation 

is likely a “switch” mechanism that these cells 

use to govern the types of work that 

membranes do and the signals they send. 

“Previous work showed that these domains 

can be seen in the membranes of living yeast 

cells,” said lead author Chantelle LeveilIe. 

“We asked: If it's important for a cell to have 

these domains, then if we change the cell's 

environment — by growing them at different 

temperatures — would the cell 'care' and 

devote energy to maintaining phase separation 

in its membranes? The clear answer is yes, it 

does!”

In this study, Leveille and her co-authors 

sought to understand whether yeast can 

actively regulate phase separation. Leveille 

grew yeast at their typical laboratory 

temperature of 86 F with plenty of food. After 

the food dwindled, the yeast cell vacuole 

membranes underwent phase separation, as 

expected. When Leveille briefly raised the 

temperature in the yeast's environment by 

about 25 degrees Fahrenheit, the domains 

disappeared. Then Leveille grew yeast at a 

cooler temperature — 77 F instead of the 

normal 86 F — and discovered that the 

domains disappeared about 25 degrees above 

this new temperature. When she grew yeast in 

still colder conditions, at 68 F, phase separation 

yet again disappeared about 25 degrees higher 

than their growth temperature. These 

experiments showed that the yeast cells always 

maintained phase separation in the vacuole 

membrane until the temperature rose about 25 

degrees above their growth temperature. “This 

result  suggests that membrane phase 

separation for yeast is likely a two-way door,” 

said Leveille. “For example, if the cells ever 

found food again, they would want to go back 

to their original state. Yeast do not want to get 

too far away from the transition.” In cells from 

yeast to humans, protein complexes embedded 

in membranes affect cell behavior. If 

additional research shows that phase 

separation in the yeast vacuole regulates cell 

division, it would likely be the first rigorous 

example of cell regulation through this once-

overlooked property of membranes.

Source:  news releaseUniversity of Washington
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Humble lizards offer new possibilities for artificial lungs
A new study from Princeton University shows 

how the brown anole lizard solves one of 

nature's most complex problems — breathing 

— with elegant simplicity. Whereas human 

lungs develop over months and years into 

baroque tree-like structures, the anole lung 

develops in just a few days into crude lobes 

covered with bulbous protuberances. These 

gourd-like structures, while far less refined, 

allow the lizard to exchange oxygen for waste 

gases just as human lungs do. And because 

they grow quickly by leveraging simple 

mechanical processes, anole lungs provide 

new inspiration for engineers designing 

advanced biotechnologies.

“Our group is really interested in under-

standing lung development for engin-eering 

purposes,” said Celeste Nelson, the Wilke 

Family Professor in Bioengineering and the 

principal investigator of a study publishedin 

the journal Science Advances. “If we 

understand how lungs build themselves, then 

perhaps we can take advantage of the 

mechanisms Mother Nature uses to regenerate 

or engineer tissues.” The anole lung starts a 

few days into development as a hollow, 

elongated membrane surrounded by a 

uniform layer of smooth muscle. During 

development, the lung cells secrete fluid, and 

as they do so the inner membrane slowly 

inflates and thins like a balloon. The pressure 

pushes against the smooth muscle, causing it 

to tighten and spread apart into fiber bundles 

that ultimately form a honeycomb-shaped 

mesh. Fluid pressure continues pushing the 

stretchy membrane outward, bulging through 

the gaps in the sinewy mesh and forming 

fluid-filled bulbs that cover the lung. Those 

bulges create lots of surface area where the gas 

exchange occurs. The whole process takes less 

than two days and is complete within the first 

week of incubation. After the lizard hatches, 

air comes in at the top of the lung, swirls 

around the cavities, then flows back out.

For engineers looking to crib nature's shortcuts 

on behalf of human health, this speed and 

simplicity make for a radical new design 

paradigm. The study also breaks new ground 

for scientists to study reptile development in 

far greater detail. Those humble backyard 

lizards had inspired a new kind of artificial 

lung and a framework that engineers can refine 

toward unknowable future ends. “Different 

organisms have different organ structures. 

That's beautiful, and we can learn a lot from 

it,” Nelson said. “If we appreciate that there's a 

lot of biodiversity that we can't see, and we try 

to take advantage of it, then we as engineers 

will have more tools to tackle some of the 

major challenges that face society.”

Source: Princeton University news release

Bioengineering

Bacteria build communities using chemical signals comparable to radio 
waves

New UCLA-led research could give scientists 

insights that will help them cultivate useful 

microbes or clear dangerous ones from 

surfaces where biofilms have formed — 

including on tissues and organs in the human 

body. The study, published in the Proceedings 

of the National Academies of Science, 

describes how, when biofilms form, bacteria 

communicate with their descendants using a 

chemical signal analogous to radio trans-

missions. The investigators showed that  

concentration levels of a messenger molecule 

called cyclic diguanylate, or c-di-GMP, can 

increase and decrease in well-defined patterns 

over time, and across generations of bacteria. 

Bacteria cells employ those chemical signal 

waves, the study found, to encode information 

for their descendants that helps coordinate 

colony formation. “Because these oscillations  

orchestrate what the entire lineage does, a 

large number of cells are controlled at the 

same t ime with these signals ,” said 

corresponding author Gerard Wong. “That 

means we potentially have a new knob to 

control or fine-tune biofilm formation, which 

works like mass communications for 

bacteria.”

Stopping the formation of biofilms could be 

lifesaving in certain scenarios, such as 

countering the infections coating the lining of 

the lungs in people with cystic fibrosis. In  

other situations, enhancing the ability to 

cultivate biofilms would be helpful — 

fortifying colonies of “good” bacteria in the 

human gut to help with digestion, for 

example, or to protect people from disease-

causing microbes. And scientists and 

engineers, including several at UCLA, are 

working to develop bacterial biofilms that can 

break down plastic, eat industrial waste or 

even generate electricity in a fuel cell. The  

study adds new dimensions to the scientific 

understanding of the mechanisms that lead to 

biofilms. 

In the current study, the team elucidates how 

bacteria communicate about the existence of a 

surface using c-di-GMP signals: Signal waves 

of different heights and different frequencies 

can be transmitted by a cell to its descendants. 

With analysis techniques typically used in big 

data and artificial intelligence, the researchers 

identified three important factors that control 

the formation of biofilm: average levels of c-

di-GMP, the frequency of oscillations in c-di-

GMP levels, and the degree of cell movement 

on the surface where the biofilm is forming. 

“The existing paradigm is that one input 

produces one output, with increasing levels of 

the signal leading to biofilm formation,” Lee 

said. “We're proposing that multiple inputs 

eventually lead to that same output, and that 

bacteria can leave long-lasting messages for 

their offspring.”

Source: UCLA news release
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Study identifies genetic risk factors for heart failure

The mortality rate due to cardiovascular 

diseases is very high in India, compared to 

western countries. Severe cardiomyopathy is 

one of the cardiovascular diseases, where 

heart failures are common. Cardiomyopathy 

changes the integral structure of the heart 

muscle, and as a result, the heart is unable to 

pump blood efficiently. This increases the risk 

of heart failure leading to sudden cardiac 

death. There are many types of cardiomy-

opathies. Dilated cardiomyopathy is the most 

common form. A team of scientists at the 

CSIR-Centre for Cellular and Molecular 

Biology (C C M B),  Hyderabad,  have 

identified the genetic mutations that cause 

dilated cardiomyopathy.

A gene called β-MYH7 is one of the major 

genes implicated in cardiac diseases globally. 

However, not many genetic studies have been 

carried out on Indian cardiomyopathy 

patients. In the new study, the researchers 

chose to fill the gap by sequencing the β-

MYH7 gene from 137 dilated cardiomy-

opathy patients along with 167 ethnically 

matched healthy controls to identify the 

mutation(s), if any, that are associated with 

dilated cardiomyopathy in Indian patients. 

The study revealed 27 variations, of which 

seven were novel and were detected 

exclusively in Indian dilated cardiomyopathy 

patients. These included four which were 

what are called missense mutations. They 

were predicted to be pathogenic by bio-

informatics tools.

Subsequent studies using homology models 

of β-MYH7 demonstrated how these 

mutations uniquely disrupt a critical network 

of non-bonding interactions at the molecular 

level and may contribute to the development 

of disease phenotype.

Protein molecules are made up of amino acids 

and each of them has a specific set of amino 

acids. Various interactions between the amino 

acid residues drive the 3D structure of the 

protein, which determines its function. One 

amino acid change at a critical site can change 

a protein structure dramatically and lead to 

disease pathogenicity. “This study can help in 

developing gene-editing methods that may 

rescue cardiac contractility of failing hearts 

among Indians with the novel mutations”, said 

Dr Vinay Kumar Nandicoori, Director, 

CCMB. The finding has been published in the 

science journal Canadian Journal of 

Cardiology - Open. The study team included 

Dr. K Thangaraj, presently Director, Centre for 

DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics 

(CDFD), and Dr Deepa Selvi Rani.

Source: India Science Wire

Biomedical Science

Study unravels cause of compromised immunity in gastric patients

Helicobacter pylori bacteria is associated with 

chronic inflammation in the stomach area, and 

is involved in ulcers, mucosa-associated 

lymphoid tissue lymphoma (MALT), which 

can develop into gastric malignancies. A new 

study, conducted by the researchers at the 

Indian Institute of Technolgy (IIT), Indore, 

reveals how Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) 

infected gastric patients suffered from 

compromised immunity.  Researchers 

demonstrated the involvement of HomA and 

HomB, outer membrane proteins (OMPs) of 

Helicobacter pylori, in the modulation of 

immune cell functioning, where they have 

illustrated the molecular mechanism of B-

cells immune suppression. The research 

findings are based on two separate studies, 

which have been published in research 

journals Nature Scientific Reports and 

Molecular Immunology. These studies, led by 

Dr Prashant Kodgire, in collaboration with Dr 

Amit Kumar (IIT Indore), and Dr Ravindra 

Makde, Scientist at Raja Ramanna Centre for 

Advanced Technology (RRCAT), Indore, was 

conducted by the Molecular Immunology 

Group, IIT, Indore.

The human immune system can be broadly 

classified as innate, humoral and cellular 

immune players, where different cells 

independently play a vital role. Additionally, 

these cells together demonstrate a synergetic 

role via communicating with each other. B-

cell and T-cell communication are very 

crucial for immune system activation and 

proper function, which finally leads to 

neutralization and killing of pathogens. 

Generation of antibody diversity and their 

production are specifically confined to B-

cells. Generation of high-affinity specific 

antibodies from less specific antibodies is 

carried out via a process called class switch 

recombination, where a mutator enzyme, 

activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) 

plays a key role by creating point mutations to 

immunoglobulin gene in B-cells.

The study revealed that outer membrane 

proteins HomA and HomB form a small β-

barrel along with a surface exposed globular 

domain. Additionally, the interaction of 

HomB/HomA OMPs with B-cells transiently 

downregulates the expression of crucial 

enzyme AID and Ig switch germline 

transcription. Downregulation of AID leads to 

impairment of class switch recombination 

(CSR), resulting in significantly reduced 

switching to IgG and IgA antibodies.

Researchers also examined the immune-

suppressive response of B-cells and observed 

that the cells stimulated with HomA/B show 

upregulation in the levels of IL10, IL35, as 

well as PDL1, a T-cell inhibition marker. 

These studies suggest the potential role of 

OMPs in immune response modulation 

strategies used by the pathogen to evade the 

immune response. The study provides a better 

understanding of H. pylori pathogenesis and 

assists in identifying novel targets for therapy. 

This study is funded by the Indian Council of 

Medical Research (ICMR) and the Science 

and Engineering Research Board, Department 

of Science and Technology (DST), Govt of 

India.

Source: India Science Wire
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Secrets of the buzzing flies
Researchers from the National Centre for 

Biological Sciences (NCBS), Bangalore, 

have uncovered another fascinating aspect of 

flight mechanics in flying insects. Their work 

shows that soldier flies' wings and halteres 

(sense organs that provide rapid feedback for 

balanced and stable flight) function like two 

independently driven coupled oscillators. 

Through mechanical linkages in the fly's 

thorax, the wings and halteres can synchr-

onize their movements even when they beat at 

very high frequencies. The study has also 

examined, in detail, how the system copes 

when its structural integrity is affected; for 

example, if one or both wings are damaged.

In a new study published in ELife, Sanjay 

Sane's team from the National Centre for 

Biological Sciences (NCBS), Bangalore, has 

used soldier flies to investigate how mech-

anical linkages help flies coordinate wing 

movements especially when the flight system 

is perturbed. It investigates how wings and 

halteres (sense organs involved in rapid 

feedback for fine-tuning flight) continue to 

synchronize their movements despite 

asymmetrical damage and finds that the two 

structures function as two independently 

powered coupled oscillators. The system is 

reminiscent of two pendulums connected to 

each other; even if both are set in motion 

independently at slightly different freq-

uencies, they begin to synchronize and fall 

into a rhythm with each other.

The synchronization between wings and 

halteres is maintained through mechanical 

linkages in the thorax. The scutellar link 

couples the two wings with each other, while 

the sub-epimeral ridge couples each wing 

with its corresponding haltere. The entire 

system is tuned to maintain synchronicity even 

at high frequencies, which for flies, is 

hundreds of wingbeats per minute.

Typically, when one thinks of movement 

control, neurons and neural circuits come to 

mind. However, biomechanics – the way that 

mechanical structures in the body are molded 

and linked physically – has a huge role to play 

in modulating and fine-tuning movement, 

especially when rapid reaction times are 

necessary.

“This is especially true for small organisms 

like flies. As a consequence of their small 

sizes, their wings need to beat really fast to 

build up enough force for aerodynamic lift. 

This, in turn, involves the need for rapid 

sensing to control movements. That's where 

evolution has turned to biomechanics for 

solutions,” says a lead author of the study.

Source: IISc news release 

Cell Biology

How cellular protein factories may contribute to aging and age-related 
diseases

Aging leads to a decline in cellular fitness and 

loss of optimal protein function. Many age-

related ailments, including Alzheimer's and 

Parkinson's diseases, are caused by protein 

aggregation, a result of errors in protein 

folding. Yet, the mechanisms underlying how 

ageing causes proteins to aggregate has 

largely remained a black box. In new research 

published in the Journal Nature, researchers at 

Stanford University have traced this problem 

to age-dependent impairment of the mac-

hinery that produces new proteins. Resear-

chers in the lab of Judith Frydman, the Donald 

Kennedy Chair in the School of Humanities 

and Sciences at Stanford, focused on how age 

affects the functioning of ribosomes – the 

cellular machinery responsible for converting 

messenger RNA into proteins. They used two 

well-established models of human aging, 

yeast and roundworms. Through a comb-

ination of experiments and comput-ational 

data analysis, they found that ribosome 

function degrades with age in both organisms. 

The increased load of defective proteins with 

age overwhelms the protective quality control 

failsafes that would otherwise prevent protein 

aggregation. “We've known that protein 

aggregation with age is a problem linked to 

many diseases. At the moment, treatments try 

to address it by trial-and-error testing,” said 

Kevin Stein, lead author of the paper. 

When folded correctly, proteins carry out their 

functions and remain soluble in the 

environment of the cell. Misfolded proteins, 

by contrast, cannot function properly and tend 

to stick to each other and other proteins, 

clogging up cellular processes and generating 

toxic aggregates. Protein aggregation has 

been specifically implicated in a wide variety 

of aging-linked diseases.

To guard against the continual production of 

misfolded proteins, cells have dedicated 

“quality control” machinery for fixing or 

degrading misfolded proteins. Previous 

research has shown that shortcomings in these 

processes can lead to aggregation. This 

research is the first to show the folding defect 

during ageing starts early in the journey of a 

protein, when it is made by the ribosome. 

Because ribosomes are constantly producing 

large amounts of proteins, these defects cause a 

subsequent snowball of disfunction. Given the 

similarities between ageing in yeast, C. 

elegans and other organisms, the researchers 

are optimistic that their findings will translate 

also to humans. One direction for future work 

will be the application of insights from this 

study to the development of possible 

treatments for age-related diseases associated 

with protein aggregation. Excitingly, the study 

showed that analysis of mutations that extend 

lifespan “rejuvenated” ribosomal function in 

aged yeast.

Source: Stanford University news release 
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How rock agamas pick snoozing spots in cities
Sleep is fundamental for all animals; when an 

animal sleeps, the brain sorts and categorises 

memories, and restores its energy. Urban 

habitats like cities, however, can hamper an 

animal's sleep quality and patterns due to 

higher temperatures, the presence of artificial 

structures like walls and buildings built by 

humans, and artificial light at night. To adapt 

to these unusual conditions, urban peninsular 

rock agamas choose sleep sites that resemble 

their rural counterparts in the type of surface 

and the amount of light and heat received, a 

recent study by researchers at the Centre for 

Ecological Sciences (CES) at the Indian 

Institute of Science (IISc) has found. This 

study was published in Behavioral Ecology 

and Sociobiology. 

While scientists have a reasonably good 

understanding of how animal brains work 

during sleep, how they sleep in the real world 

is not well known, says Maria Thaker, 

Associate Professor at CES and senior author 

of the study.  The researchers compared lizard 

sleep sites in urban and rural habitats to look 

for differences in the types of surfaces the 

lizards were sleeping on, the extent of cover, 

temperature, and amount of light received.  

Since urban habitats pose differences in terms 

of structure and more illumination at night as 

compared to rural areas, lizards would have to 

cope somehow, points out Thaker. “One way 

is to just sleep under these conditions. Or they 

can cope in another way, by finding 

conditions that closely match the wild as 

much as possible. What we found is 

somewhere in between the two.”  The team 

found that the lizards tend to pick structures 

that mimicked those in their natural habitat – 

they were more likely to sleep in rough 

concrete blocks that resembled their rocky 

sleep sites in the wild. The temperatures of 

both urban and rural sleep sites were also 

found to be similar. Urban sleep sites, 

however, were nine times more likely to be 

sheltered and covered as compared to rural 

sites, and this helped address the light problem 

in urban areas. This indicates that the lizards 

try to mitigate urban stressors by being flexible 

in their sleep site choices, and end up picking 

sites that resemble their rural sites.  Studying 

an imals  cop ing  wi th  an th ropogen ic 

environments is very important, according to 

Thaker. “The world is changing, and it is going 

to continue to change. So, if we know what it is 

that [other organisms] require to live here, then 

we can make some choices of our own to help 

keep them here.”

Source: IISc news release

Environmental Science
Air pollutants & meteorological variables influence pollen concentration

Scientists have found that air pollutants 

influence pollen concentration and different 

types of pollens have a unique response to 

weather conditions. Airborne pollen varies in 

character from place to place due to diverse 

meteorological or environmental conditions. 

There is growing evidence that airborne 

pollen plays a crucial role in increasing 

allergic diseases in the urban environment. As 

pollen, climatic variables, and air pollutants 

coexist in nature, they have the potential to 

interact with one another and exacerbate their 

adverse effects on human health. Considering 

this, Prof. Ravindra Khaiwal from Post 

Graduate Institute of Medical Education and 

Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh, along with 

Dr. Suman Mor, Chairperson, Department of 

Environment Studies and Ms. Akshi Goyal, a 

research scholar, studied the influence of 

meteorology and air pollutants on the airborne 

pollen of the city Chandigarh. The group 

explored the relationships of temperature, 

rainfall, relative humidity, wind speed, 

direction, and ambient air pollutants mainly, 

particulate matter and nitrogen oxide to the 

airborne pollen.

This is one of the first studies in India trying to 

understand the impact of air pollutants and 

meteorological variables on airborne pollen. 

The study is recently published in the Journal 

Science of the Total Environment.

The study suggests that each pollen type 

studied had a unique response to weather 

conditions and air pollutants. The majority of 

pollen types were reported in the spring and 

autumn flowering period. Distinct peaks of 

airborne pollen were observed during 

favorable weather conditions, like moderate 

temperature,  low humidity,  and low 

precipitation. It was observed that moderate 

temperature plays a significant role in 

flowering, inflorescence, maturation, pollen 

release, and dispersal. In contrast, pollen 

grains were eliminated from the atmosphere 

during precipitation and high relative 

humidity. A complex and obscure relationship 

of airborne pollen was indicated with air 

pollutants. The scientists plan to examine long-

term data sets to establish the trends in the 

relationship.

Prof. Ravindra Khaiwal highlighted that in 

terms of the climatic future, it is expected that 

the urban environment will significantly 

impact plant biological and phenological 

parameters.

Therefore, the study's findings generate useful 

hypotheses that air pollutants influence pollen 

concentration and can be further explored as 

the data set expands in the future. The current 

study's findings could help to improve the 

understanding of complex interactions 

between airborne pollen, air pollutants, and 

climatic variables to aid in formulating 

suitable mitigation policies and minimizing 

the burden of pollinosis in the Indo-Gangetic 

Plain region. This region has been identified as 

a hotspot of air pollution, specifically during 

October and November months.  

Source: PIB
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Environmental Science

Mosquitoes' mating game discovery provides new clues to combat 
malaria

Published in Science Advances, the findings 

provide a vital new insight into how 

mosquitoes, driven by their internal circadian 

clock, combine changes in wing beats with 

their acute auditory senses to successfully 

mate. Faster wing beats produces a different 

flight tone (sound), allowing male mosquitoes 

to better detect the flight tones of females. 

Researchers say that understanding the 

intricacies of the mosquitoes' mating game 

could help curb the spread of diseases such as 

malaria, dengue fever and the Zika virus. Lead 

author Professor Joerg Albert (UCL Ear 

Institute) said: “Mosquitoes are exquisitely 

auditory animals; without their sense of 

hear ing ,  they  could  no t  reproduce . 

“Understanding this fascinating mating 

system could help limit the numbers of 

offspring, which is of crucial importance in 

the fight against mosquito borne diseases.”

For the study, researchers at UCL Ear Institute 

recorded the flight tones (=wing beats) of free-

flying malaria mosquitoes Anopheles 

gambiae, in swarms of 100 males or 100 

females in special incubators with highly 

sensitive microphones. The microphones 

registered each flyby event of a mosquito and 

allowed researchers to extract the frequency 

of their wingbeats across several days and 

daytimes. Male mosquitoes beat their wings 

up to 500-1,000 times a second, while females 

beat their wings 300-600 times Researchers 

found that these wing beats changed across 

the day, even in individually kept mosquitoes, 

but only in males not in females.

Explaining the findings Professor Albert said: 

“At dusk, when males are swarming and 

listening out for females entering the swarm, 

males beat their wings faster.230 This increase 

in wing beat frequency changes the frequency 

of 'distortion tones' which are produced inside 

the male ears when their own flight tones mix 

with the flight tones of an arriving female. 

“The distortion tones produced during dusk – 

in the mating swarms – are more audible to the 

male ear than those created at other times of the 

day. So, by changing their wing beat in the 

swarm they make females more audible and 

increase their chances to detect one.” 

Researchers say the change in wing beat is 

partly a result of their circadian clock; 

increasing wing beat frequency is likely very 

costly for the males (aerodynamically), so they 

restrict this increase to the time of swarming. 

This study is an important step forward in 

understanding how mosquitoes use acoustics 

to influence reproduction, but other as yet 

unidentified variables are also at play, so more 

research is required. 

Source: Based on University College London 

news release

Evolutionary Science

A crowning achievement in understanding head development

Cranial neural crests cells, or CNCCs, 

contribute to many more body parts than their 

humble name suggests. These remarkable 

stem cells not only form most of the skull and 

facial skeleton in all vertebrates ranging from 

fish to humans, but also can generate 

everything from gills to the cornea. To 

understand this versatility, scientists from the 

lab of Gage Crump created a series of atlases 

over time to understand the molecular 

decisions by which CNCCs commit to 

forming specific tissues in developing 

zebrafish. Their findings, published in Nature 

Communications, may provide new insights 

into normal head development, as well as 

craniofacial birth defects. “We have identified 

many of the potential switches that allow 

CNCCs to form these very different cell 

types,” said Gage Crump, professor of stem 

cell biology and regenerative medicine at the 

Keck School of Medicine of USC.

Led by postdoc Peter Fabian the team of 

scientists permanently labeled CNCCs with a 

red fluorescent protein to keep track of which 

cell types came from CNCCs throughout the 

lifetime of zebrafish. They then used a 

powerful type of approach, known as “single-

cell genomics,” to identify the complete set of 

active genes and the organization of the DNA 

across hundreds of thousands of individual 

CNCCs. The massive quantity of data 

generated required the scientists to develop a 

new computational tool to make sense of it. 

“We created a type of computational analysis 

that we called 'Constellations,' because the 

final visual output of the technique is 

reminiscent of constellations of stars in the 

sky,” said Fabian. “Our Constellations 

algorithm really can predict the future of cells 

and reveal the key genes that likely control 

their development.” Through this new 

bioinformatic approach, the team discovered 

that CNCCs do not start out with all the 

information required to make the huge 

diversity of cell types. Instead, only after they 

disperse throughout the embryo do CNCCs 

begin reorganizing their genetic material in 

preparation for becoming specific tissues. 

Constellations accurately identified genetic 

signs that point to these specific destinies for 

CNCCs. Real-life experiments confirmed that 

Constellations correctly pinpointed the role of 

a family of “FOX” genes in facial cartilage 

formation, and a previously unappreciated 

function for “GATA” genes in the formation of 

gill respiratory cell types that allow fish to 

breathe. “By conducting one of the most 

comprehensive single-cell studies of a verte-

brate cell population to date, we not only 

gained significant insights into the develo-

pment of the vertebrate head, but also created a 

broadly useful computational tool for studying 

the development and regeneration of organ 

systems throughout the body,” said Crump.

Source: Based on USC news release 
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Study challenges evolutionary theory that DNA mutations are random

Simple roadside weed may hold the key to 

understanding and predicting DNA mutation, 

according to new research from University of 

California, Davis, and the Max Planck 

Institute for Developmental Biology in 

Germany. The findings, published in the 

Journal Nature ,  radically change our 

understanding of evolution and could one day 

help researchers breed better crops or even 

help humans fight cancer. The scientists 

wanted to know if mutation was purely 

random or something deeper. What they found 

was unexpected. “We always thought of 

mutation as basically random across the 

genome,” said Grey Monroe, the lead author 

of the paper. “It turns out that mutation is very 

non-random and it's non-random in a way that 

benefits the plant. It's a totally new way of 

thinking about mutation.”

Researchers spent three years sequencing the 

DNA of hundreds of Arabidopsis thaliana, or 

thale cress, a small, flowering weed 

considered the “lab rat among plants” because 

of its relatively small genome comprising 

around 120 million base pairs. Humans, by 

comparison, have roughly 3 billion base pairs.  

Sequencing of those hundreds of Arabidopsis 

thaliana plants revealed more than 1 million 

mutations. Within those mutations a 

nonrandom pattern was revealed, counter to 

what was expected. Instead of randomness 

they found patches of the genome with low 

mutation rates. In those patches, they were 

surprised to discover an over-representation 

of essential genes, such as those involved in 

cell growth and gene expression.

Monroe said “The areas that are the most 

biologically important are the ones being 

protected from mutation.” The areas are also 

sensitive to the harmful effects of new 

mutations. “DNA damage repair seems 

therefore to be particularly effective in these 

regions,” Weigel added.

The scientists found that the way DNA was 

wrapped around different types of proteins 

was a good predictor of whether a gene would 

mutate or not. “It means we can predict which 

genes are more likely to mutate than others and 

it gives us a good idea of what's going on,” 

Weigel said. The findings add a surprising 

twist to Charles Darwin's theory of evolution 

by natural selection because it reveals that the 

plant has evolved to protect its genes from 

mutation to ensure survival. “Our discoveries 

yield a more complete account of the forces 

driving patterns of natural variation; they 

should inspire new avenues of theoretical and 

practical research on the role of mutation in 

evolution,” the paper concludes.

Source: Based on UC Davis news release 

Microbiology

Microbes help hibernating animals recycle nutrients, maintain muscle 
through winter

To get through a long winter without food, 

hibernating animals — like the 13-lined 

ground squirrel — can slow their metabolism 

by as much as 99 percent, but they still need 

important nutrients like proteins to maintain 

muscles while they hibernate. A new study 

from the University of Wisconsin–Madison 

shows that hibernating ground squirrels get 

help from microbes in their guts. The 

discovery could help people with muscle-

wasting disorders and even astronauts on 

extended space voyages. “The longer any 

animal doesn't exercise, bones and muscles 

start to atrophy and lose mass and function,” 

says Hannah Carey, co-author of the study, 

published in the journal Science. “Without any 

dietary protein coming in, hibernators need 

another way to get what their muscles need.”

One source of nitrogen, a vital building block 

for amino acids and proteins, accumulates in 

the bodies of all animals (including humans) 

as urea, a component of urine. The researchers 

knew that urea that moved into the squirrels' 

digestive tract could be broken down by some 

gut microbes, which also need nitrogen for 

their own proteins. But the researchers wanted 

to see if some of that urea nitrogen freed up by 

the microbes was also being incorporated into 

the squirrels' bodies. They injected urea made 

with trackable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen 

into the blood of squirrels at three stages — 

during the active days of summer, early in 

winter hibernation and late in winter. Some of 

the squirrels had also been treated with 

antibiotics to kill off the majority of the 

microbes in their intestines. As predicted, 

isotope-containing nitrogen was released by 

some of the gut microbes that degraded the 

injected urea. “We followed that nitrogen to 

(the) livers (of the squirrels), primarily — 

where it is used to make many proteins — and 

some to muscles,” says study co-investigator 

Fariba Assadi-Porter. “We believe we're seeing 

the isotope-labeled nitrogen molecules go 

from the host to the microbiome, then 

converted to usable molecules by the microbes 

before coming back to the host again, 

essentially being 'recycled' in the hibernating 

animal.” The researchers observed two 

differences that support this microbial path. 

The squirrels whose gut microbes were largely 

depleted by antibiotics had far less of the 

trackable nitrogen in their liver and muscles. 

And when the researchers sequenced the 

genomes of microbes found in the squirrels' 

guts, they found that as winter hibernation 

dragged on there was an increase in the 

presence of genes related to production of an 

enzyme called urease.

Source: University of Wisconsin–Madison 

news release
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Like our social media feeds, our brains take a little while to update

Like our social media feeds, our brains are 

constantly uploading rich, visual stimuli. But 

instead of seeing the latest image in real time, 

we actually see earlier versions because our 

brain's refresh time is about 15 seconds, 

according to new UC Berkeley research. The 

findings, appearing in the journal Science 

Advances, add to a growing body of research 

about the mechanism behind the “continuity 

field,” a function of perception in which our 

brain merges what we see on a constant basis 

to give us a sense of visual stability. “If our 

brains were always updating in real time, the 

world would be a jittery place with constant 

fluctuations in shadow, light and movement, 

and we'd feel like we were hallucinating all the 

time,” said study senior author David 

Whitney. Instead, “our brain is like a time 

machine. It keeps sending us back in time. It's 

like we have an app that consolidates our 

visual input every 15 seconds into one 

impression so we can handle everyday life,” 

said study lead author Mauro Manassi.

For the study, Manassi and Whitney looked at 

the mechanism behind change blindness, in 

which we don't notice subtle changes that 

occur over time, such as the difference 

between actors and their stunt doubles, or 

movie bloopers. They recruited some 100 

study participants through Amazon Mech-

anical Turk's crowdsourcing platform and had 

them view close-ups of faces morphing 

according to ages or gender in 30-second 

time-lapse videos. The images in the videos 

did not include head or facial hair, just eyes, 

brows, nose mouth, chin and cheeks, so there 

would be few clues, such as receding hairlines, 

to the ages of the faces. When asked to identify 

the face they saw after viewing the video, the 

participants almost consistently picked a 

frame they viewed halfway through the video 

instead of the final one, which would have 

represented the most updated image. Indeed, 

the results suggest the brain operates with a 

slight lag when processing visual stimuli, and 

this has positive and negative implications. 

“The delay is great for preventing us from 

feeling bombarded by visual input in everyday 

life, but it can also result in life-or-death 

consequences when surgical precision is 

needed,” Manassi said. “For example, 

radiologists screen for tumors and surgeons 

need to be able to see what is in front of them in 

real time; if their brains are biased to what they 

saw less than a minute ago, they might miss 

something.”

Source: Based on UC Berkeley news release 

Plant Science

The secret drivers of tree growth

Most trees live in symbiosis with fungi. ETH 

Zurich researchers show just how important 

this partnership is for tree growth through the 

first- ever comprehensive data analysis 

compiled for European forests on a massive 

scale. Most of the world's tree species have a 

close relationship with the fungi, known as 

ectomycorrhizae, that grow on their roots.  

What has been missing, however, is a full 

understanding of the extent to which 

ectomycorrhizal fungi influence the growth of 

mature trees and whole forests.  But now, 

postdoc Mark Anthony and fellow members 

of the group led by Tom Crowther, Professor 

of Global Ecosystem Ecology at ETH Zurich, 

have changed all that. Studying five species of 

the most common European forest trees, they 

show that differences in fungal communities 

are linked to even greater variation in tree 

growth than local climate conditions and 

anthropogenic nitrogen inputs. The study was 

recently published in the journal ISME. 

“Differences in ectomycorrhizal fungal 

communities correspond to a tree- fold 

increase in tree growth rates. These fungi also 

provide a clearer ecological explanation for 

differences in tree growth compared to other 

factors such as temperature and rainfall,” says 

Mark Anthony, lead author of the study.

The fastest growing trees were found where 

ectomycorrhizal fungal communities are 

highly adapted to extract the inorganic 

nitrogen compounds ammonium and nitrate 

from soil and make these available to the trees. 

To gain these new insights, the researchers 

identified the ectomycorrhizal fungi present 

in soil samples across 137 European forest 

monitoring plots. They then paired each type 

of fungus present with its fully sequenced 

genome to determine the function each one 

has within the overall forest ecosystem. 

Finally, they correlated the various functions 

of the fungi with decades of tree growth data to 

r e v e a l  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n 

ectomycorrhizal fungi and tree growth. The 

species of tree investigated included the 

deciduous trees oak and beech as well as the 

conifers pine and spruce. The team's findings 

will have an impact on future research and on 

forestry itself. Researchers can now identify 

the types of fungi and their properties that will 

allow trees to grow faster, or indeed slower. In 

this way, this study can help the forestry sector 

to inoculate certain woodlands using specific 

fungal communities in order to effect targeted 

changes in tree growth. “Inoculating tree 

seedlings with fungi is already an established 

practice. Our work provides a solid scientific 

basis for this practice and can help improve 

it,” Anthony says.

Source: Based on ETH Zurich news release 
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Copycat red nectar shows promise as a natural colorant

Plants that secrete colored nectars are part of 

an exclusive club. To date, only 70 plants in 

the world are on that list. The colors lure in 

pollinators, but more recently they sparked the 

interest of researchers and industry partners in 

search of natural colorant options.  Over the 

past several years, a team of researchers, 

including a handful from the University of 

Minnesota, sorted out how plants produced 

distinctive red nectar and its makeup in a 

newly published study in the Journal 

Proceedings of the National Academies of 

Sciences.  One of such plants, called 

Nesocodon mauritianus, is endemic to the 

island of Mauritius and first caught the eye of 

Clay Carter, a professor in the College of 

Biological Sciences, during a tour of the 

Conservatory & Botanical Collection at the 

University of Minnesota.  “I first met the plant 

on May 2, 2016 and wondered what is behind 

that red nectar,” says Carter. “When I started 

the research, I certainly wasn't expecting to 

turn heads of multinational companies.” The 

research team identified two enzymes never 

described in plants before. They compared 

Nesocodon mauritianus with another red 

nectar plant from the other side of the world. 

Surprisingly, these two plants both rely on the 

same compound — researchers named it 

nesocodin — to produce red nectar and attract 

their respective pollinators.  “Studying 

examples like these can tell us a lot about 

basic rules of adaptation, especially when 

viewed at the genetic and biochemical level,” 

says Carter. 

The research also has direct applications. 

According to the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration, industry currently relies 

heavily on non-natural color additives. Red is 

a notoriously hard color to source for products, 

from candy to clothing, and beyond.   

With knowledge of the biochemical and 

molecular mechanisms, researchers created a 

synthetic red nectar. The researchers also 

sought feedback from an expert in the form of 

geckos ,  a  po l l i na to r  o f  Nes ocodon 

mauritianus. The synthetic nectar passed the 

gecko test, which was run by researchers at 

George Mason University. “For years natural 

red colorants have been inaccessible for many 

product formulations because of their 

chemical properties,” says Adrian Hegeman, a 

co-author on the study. “Since nesocodin has 

different properties, it's poised to work well in 

conditions where other natural colorants failed 

in the past.” The University of Minnesota has 

applied for a patent for the process for 

synthesizing nesocodin and associated non-

natural derivatives. These findings also set the 

groundwork for continuing research efforts in 

this direction.

Source: University of Minnesota news release

Psychological Science

Angry denials of wrongdoing leave strong impressions of guilt

New research from the University of Virginia 

has found that such strong reactions lead 

others to assume the worst: that you did 

exactly what you have been accused of doing. 

Gabrielle Adams, an assistant professor with 

joint appointments in the Frank Batten School 

of Leadership and Public Policy and in the 

Darden School of Business, is a co-author of a 

new article published in the journal Psycho-

logical Science, titled “Anger Damns the 

Innocent.” The title is apt. “The basic finding 

is that people think that anger is a cue to 

someone's guilt,” Adams said. “But if 

anything, it's more likely to be a cue of 

innocence. “We conducted four studies 

showing that people think that anger is a cue to 

guilt, and two studies showing that people 

who are falsely accused, versus rightfully 

accused, are actually more likely to be angry,” 

Adams said.

In one of the studies, Adams' team gave 

participants a scenario in which a co-worker 

had been accused of stealing a computer. The 

accused co-worker, who was part of the 

experiment, was told to react in one of three 

ways: express anger, remain calm or remain 

silent (a right granted under the Constitution). 

“What we found was that people thought that 

the co-worker who expressed anger was the 

most guilty,” Adams said. In another 

experiment, the researchers presented 

someone accused of robbery and assault, and 

found that, again, angry reactions were 

associated with guilt. Here, the researchers 

asked fraud investigators and people working 

in criminal justice to weigh in on a person's 

innocence or guilt. Finally, the researchers 

conducted an experiment in which they falsely 

or rightfully accused participants of not 

following study directions. “When we falsely 

accused someone of cheating for pay, they 

were more likely to be angry than when we 

rightfully accused them,” Adams said.

Adams broadly studies perceptions of 

wrongdoing and ethical transgressions.  

Adams said the findings can be used in a 

variety of ways. “There are so many contexts in 

which we have to detect and eventually accuse 

people of wrongdoing, whether it's in 

organizational contexts or criminal justice 

contexts or other situations.” When assessing 

someone's innocence or guilt based on an 

angry reaction, Adams said that it might help to 

shift mindsets from “I wonder if this person is 

guilty?” to “I wonder if this person is 

innocent?”

Source: University of Virginia news release
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Genetic strategy reverses insecticide resistance
University of California San Diego biologists 

have now developed a method that reverses 

insecticide resistance using CRISPR/Cas9 

technology.  As descr ibed in  Nature 

Communications, researchers Bhagyashree 

Kaduskar, Raja Kushwah and Professor Ethan 

Bier with the Tata Institute for Genetics and 

Society (TIGS) and their colleagues used the 

genetic editing tool to replace an insecticide-

resistant gene in fruit flies with the normal 

insecticide-susceptible form, an achievement 

that could significantly reduce the amount of 

insecticides used. “This technology also could 

be used to increase the proportion of a 

naturally occurring genetic variant in mosq-

uitoes that renders them refractory to 

transmission of malarial parasites,” said Bier, 

a senior author of the paper.

The researchers used a modified type of gene-

drive, a technology that uses CRISPR/Cas9 to 

cut genomes at targeted sites, to spread 

specific genes throughout a population. As 

one parent transmits genetic elements to their 

offspring, the Cas9 protein cuts the chro-

mosome from the other parent at the 

corresponding site and the genetic inform-

ation is copied into that location so that all 

offspring inherit the genetic trait. The new 

gene-drive includes an add-on that Bier and 

his colleagues previously engineered to bias 

the inheritance of simple genetic variants 

(also known as alleles) by also at the same 

time cutting an undesired genetic variant (e.g., 

insecticide resistant) and replacing it with the 

preferred variant (e.g., insecticide susc-

eptible).

In the new study, the researchers employed 

this “allelic drive” strategy to restore genetic 

susceptibility to insecticides, similar to 

insects in the wild prior to their having 

developed resistance. They focused on an 

insect protein known as the voltage-gated 

sodium channel (VGSC) which is a target for a 

widely used class of insecticides. Resistance to 

these insecticides, often called the knockdown 

resistance, or “kdr,” results from mutations in 

the vgsc gene that no longer permit the 

insecticide to bind to its VGSC protein target. 

The authors replaced a resistant kdr mutation 

with its normal natural counterpart that is 

susceptible to insecticides. Starting with a 

population consisting of 83% kdr (resistant) 

alleles and 17% normal alleles (insecticide 

susceptible), the allelic drive system inverted 

that proportion to 13% resistant and 87% wild-

type in 10 generations. Bier also notes that 

adaptions conferring insecticide resistance 

come with an evolutionary cost, making those 

insects less fit in a Darwinian sense. Thus 

pairing the gene drive with the selective 

advantage of the morefit wild-type genetic 

variant results in a highly efficient and 

cooperative system, he says.

Source: Based on University of California San 

Diego news release 

Chemical Engineering

Increasing efficiency in artificial photosynthesis

“Artificial photosynthesis is the holy grail of 

all chemists,” says Astrid Olaya, a chemical 

engineer at EPFL's Institute of Chemical 

Sciences and Engineering (ISIC). “The goal is 

to capture sunlight, on the one hand to oxidize 

water to generate oxygen and protons, and on 

the other to reduce either protons to hydrogen 

or CO  to chemicals and fuels. This is the 2

essence of a circular chemical industry.” A 

method for producing hydrogen is “water 

splitting”, where molecules of water are 

broken into molecular hydrogen and oxygen. 

In artificial photosynthesis, light is absorbed 

to generate the energy needed to break up 

water molecules.

The classical design of an artif icial 

pho tosyn thes i s  dev ice  i s  r e la t ive ly 

straightforward: a light-absorbing dye called 

the antenna, coupled with a semiconductor 

that separates the electrical charges (anode 

and cathode), and an electrocatalyst that 

drives the water reduction-oxidation reaction. 

However, the process remains too slow. Water 

oxidation with visible light (e.g. sunlight) is 

still a bottleneck for artificial photosynthesis, 

hindering large-scale development despite 

more than half a century of research. “The 

problem is that it's hard to find electrode 

materials with high chemical stability, 

suitable optoelectronic properties, and high 

catalytic efficiency,” says Olaya.

Olaya has led a study that provides a new 

approach to artificial photosynthesis which 

has been published in the Journal of 

theAmerican Chemical Society Gold (JACS 

Au). “In this study, we photo-oxidized water 

with a simple organic molecule, namely 

tetrathiafulvalene (TTF),” says Olaya. “It has 

been shown that a salt version of TTF can self-

assemble into microrods that act as antennas to 

capture the visible light and as electron pumps 

to oxidize water to oxygen.” Usually, this is a 

slow, multistep reaction but the stack of TTF 

salt molecules can capture the four electrons 

needed to oxidize a molecule of water. The 

researchers also used water in an oil emulsion. 

“The TTF antenna can reside in the oil phase 

close to the water phase, where the protons 

produced from water oxidation are extracted,” 

says Olaya. “As in natural photosynthesis, the 

biphasic system allows an efficient separation 

of the reactants and products.” TTF is made up 

only of carbon, sulfur and hydrogen atoms, 

which are all widely available. That means that 

the new method is also cost effective and 

sustainable, since it doesn't require any 

precious metal ions, such as platinum or 

iridium. “This work is a new way of 

approaching artificial photosynthesis with just 

a few simple organic molecules,” says Olaya.

Source: Based on EPFL news release 
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Efficient and durable solar cells by tuning the length and porosity of 
nanorods

Scientists have devised a new process for 

increasing the efficiency and stability of 

Titanium dioxide (TiO ) nanorods based on 2

Perovskite Solar Cells (PSC). It will help 

develop solar cells with stable light-

harvesting active layer. Scientists led by Dr. V. 

Ganapathy from International Advanced 

Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and 

New Materials, an autonomous institute of the 

Department of Science & Technology (DST), 

Government of India, have increased the 

efficiency and stability of Titanium dioxide 

(TiO ) nanorods based Perovskite Solar Cells 2

(PSC) by varying the length and porosity of 

the TiO -Nanorods. They did this by 2

establishing a correlation between the lengths 

of the TiO -NR and the porosity of the 2

electrode for the ambient processed PSCs.

The team explains that porosity of the 

electrode plays a vital role in perovskite 

infiltration and sensitization. The inter-pore 

distance between the two TiO  nanorods 2

determines the photo-electrode's porosity, and 

the porosity varies as the growth of the 

nanorod length increases.

“In this work, we had precise control over the 

length, porosity, and morphology of the TiO -2

NR from compact film to nanostructured 

film.” The team controlled nanostructures of  

the TiO -NR by varying the concentration of 2

the titania precursor and the growth time. The 

power conversion efficiency for nanorod-

based PSCs was enhanced with variation in 

the length and porosity of the TiO -NR. The 2

interspacing between the TiO -NR facilitated 2

deep infiltration of the perovskite during the 

spin coating and is locally confined to the 

surface of the TiO -NR. Due to the large pores 2

present in the TiO -NR photoelectrode, 2

infiltration of small molecular HTM was also 

enhanced. The present work was published in 

the 'Journal of Alloys and Compounds',

The PSCs prepared with 350nm TiO -NR 2

exhibited better efficiency when compared 

with the conventional NP-TiO . The similar 2

thickness of NP-TiO  based device exhibited 2

less photocurrent value than NR-TiO , which 2

was attributed to the dense packing of 20nm 

TiO particles inhibiting the loading of 2 

perovskite. The high crystallinity of the TiO -2

NR provided a low resistance to the flow of 

electrons in the Electron transport layer 

(ETL).

In the current work, apart from high efficiency, 

the crystalline structure of ETL also 

significantly influenced the stability of PSCs. 

“The decomposition of perovskite absorber is 

a critical factor behind the performance 

degradation of PSCs. Given the similar nature 

of perovskite, enhanced stability of TiO -NR 2

PSC is attributed to slow ion migration across 

thermodynamically stable rutile TiO -2

NR/MAPbI  interface,” added Dr. V. 3

Ganapathy.

Source: PIB

Material Science

Tracking quantum phenomena in 2D graphene
In a new study, researchers from the Indian 

Institute of Science (IISc) and international 

collaborators provide “smoking gun” 

evidence for the presence of upstream modes 

along which certain neutral quasiparticles 

move in two-layered graphene. To detect these 

modes or channels, the team used a novel 

method employing electrical noise – 

fluctuations in the output signal caused by heat 

dissipation.   “Though the upstream 

excitations are charge-neutral, they can carry 

heat energy and produce a noise spot along the 

upstream direction,” explains Anindya Das, 

corresponding author of the study published in 

the Journal Nature Communications.  

Quasiparticles are largely excitations that 

arise when elementary particles like electrons 

interact among each other or with matter 

around them. They are not truly particles but 

have similar particles like mass and charge. 

The simplest example is a 'hole' – a vacancy 

where an electron is missing in a given energy 

state in a semiconductor. It has an opposite 

charge to the electron and can move inside a 

material just like the electron does. Pairs of 

electrons and holes can also form quasi-

particles which can propagate along the edge 

of the material.  

In previous studies, the researchers have 

shown that it might be possible to detect 

emergent quasiparticles like Majorana 

fermions in graphene; the hope is to harness 

such quasiparticles to eventually build fault-

tolerant quantum computers. For identifying 

and studying such particles, detecting 

upstream modes which can host them is 

critical. Although such upstream modes have 

been detected earlier in gallium-arsenide 

based systems, none have been identified so 

far in graphene and graphene-based materials, 

which offer much more promise when it 

comes to futuristic applications.   In the 

current study, when the researchers applied an 

electrical potential to the edge of two-layered 

graphene, they found that heat was transported 

only in the upstream channels and dissipated at 

certain “hotspots” in that direction. At these 

spots, the heat generated electrical noise that 

could be picked up by an electrical resonance 

circuit and spectrum analyser.   The authors 

also found that the movement of these 

quasiparticles in the upstream channels was 

“ballistic” – heat energy flowed from one 

hotspot to another without any loss – unlike the 

“diffusive” transport observed earlier in 

gallium-arsenide based systems. Such a 

ballistic movement is also indicative of the 

presence of exotic states and features that 

could help build energy-efficient and fault-free 

quantum components in the future, according 

to the authors. 

Source: Based on IISc news release
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A Sweet breakthrough: scientists develop recyclable plastics based on 
sugars

Researchers  f rom the Univers i ty  of 

Birmingham, U.K., and Duke University, 

U.S., have created a new family of polymers 

from sustainable sources that retain all of the 

same qualities as common plastics, but are 

also degradable and mechanically recyclable. 

The scientists used sugar-based starting 

mater ia ls  ra ther  than petrochemical 

derivatives to make two new polymers, one 

which is stretchable like rubber and another 

which is tough but ductile, like most 

commercial plastics. The researchers made 

the new polymers using isoidide and 

isomannide as building blocks.  The 

researchers found that the isoidide-based 

polymer, showed a stiffness and malleability 

similar to common plastics, and a strength that 

is similar to high grade engineering plastics 

such as Nylon-6. Despite isoidide and 

isomannide only differing by the 3D spatial 

orientation of two bonds, known as stereo-

chemistry, the isomannide-based mat-erial 

had similar strength and toughness but also 

showed high elasticity, recovering its shape 

after deformation. Notably, the materials 

retained their excellent mechanical properties 

following pulverisation and thermal 

processing, which is the usual method for 

mechanically recycling plastics. Cutting edge 

computational modelling simulated how the 

polymer chains pack and interact to produce 

such different polymer properties. The unique 

3D shapes of the sugar derivatives facilitate 

different movements and interaction of the 

long chains causing the huge difference in 

physical properties that was observed.

By creating copolymers that contain both 

isoidide and isomannide units, the researchers 

found that they could control the mechanical 

properties and degradation rates inde-

pendently of one another. Hence, this system 

opens the door to using the unique shapes of 

sugars to independently tune the degradability 

for a specific use without significantly 

altering the properties of the material. The 

chemical similarity of the polymers means 

that, unlike a lot of current commodity 

plastics, they can be blended together to yield 

materials with comparable or improved 

properties.

Dr. Josh Worch a co-author in the research 

said: “The ability to blend these polymers 

together to create useful materials, offers a 

distinct advantage in recycling, which often 

has to deal with mixed feeds”. Dr. Connor 

Stubbs another author added: “We can look to 

the unique structures and shapes that biology 

have to offer to create far better plastics with 

the same expanse of properties that current 

commercial plastics can offer” Duke 

University professor Dr. Matthew Becker said: 

“Our findings really demonstrate how 

stereochemistry can used as a central theme to 

design sustainable materials with what truly 

are unprecedented mechanical properties.”

Source: Duke University news release

Astrophysics

Carbon-rich stars steal heavy elements from their low mass companions

 A group of astronomers from the Indian 

Institute of Astrophysics, Bengaluru, an 

autonomous institute of the Department of 

Science & Technology, Govt. of India led by 

Prof Aruna Goswami and her doctoral 

students Meenakshi P. and Shejeelammal J. at 

IIA have analyzed the surface chemical 

composition of several Carbon Enhanced 

Metal-Poor (CEMP) stars and have achieved 

a significant advancement in unraveling this 

puzzle. This work has been published in 'The 

Astrophysical Journal' recently. CEMP stars 

are characterized by diverse heavy elements 

abundance patterns and are primarily 

classified into four groups, based on which 

groups of heavy elements are more abundant. 

These are mostly dwarf stars, sub-giant stars, 

or giant stars, and stars that belong to these 

evolutionary stages cannot produce elements 

heavier than iron.

 “At the evolutionary stages in which the stars 

exist, they are not expected to produce heavy 

elements. However, the surface chemical 

composition of these stars exhibit abundances 

of heavy elements those are about 100 to 1000 

times higher than that of the Sun. So, we 

looked for the origin of the observed enhanced 

abundances of the heavy elements, deriving 

possible clues from the stellar surface 

chemical abundance signatures,” Prof. 

Goswami explained. The team analyzed high 

quality, high-resolution spectra of the stars 

acquired using 2-m Himalayan Chandra 

Telescope (HCT) at the Indian Astronomical 

Observatory, Hanle, 1.52-m Telescope at the 

European Southern Observatory at La Silla, 

Chile, and the  8.2-m SUBARU Telescope at 

the summit of Maunakea, Hawaiʻi, operated 

by the National Astronomical  Observatory of 

Japan, to resolve this puzzle. They used 

elemental abundance ratios of certain key 

elements such as carbon, magnesium, 

strontium, barium, europium, lanthanum, etc., 

as diagnostics that gave important clues to the 

origin of the enhanced abundances.

In two recent papers, both published in the 

Astrophysical Journal, they have shown that 

the enhanced heavy elements observed in the 

CEMP stars are actually produced by their 

low-mass stellar companions in a phase of 

evolution called Asymptotic Giant Branch 

(AGB) and transferred the products to the 

CEMP stars through various mass transfer 

mechanisms. The low-mass companions have 

further evolved to white dwarfs that are no 

longer detectable. The scientists employed a 

set of classification schemes and used 

spectroscopic techniques to examine if the 

stars show variability in radial velocity and 

found that most of the stars are indeed binaries. 

“Analysis have provided further support and 

confirmed that the companions are of low-

mass  and  a l so  o f  l ow-me ta l l i c i t y. ” 

Shejeelammal and Meenakshi pointed out.

Source: PIB release
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Motion of some stars holds clue of dark matter shape in barred galaxies

Milky Way has a flat boxy or peanut-shaped 

bulge in its center. Such bulges are formed due 

to thickening of the stellar bars in galaxies. 

One of the interesting and violent thickening 

mechanism is buckling, where bar bends out 

of the plane of the galaxy disk. In the current 

work led by Ankit Kumar, a Ph.D. student at 

the Indian Institute of Astrophysics, an 

autonomous institute of the Department of 

Science & Technology, Govt. of India, and co-

authored by Prof. Mousumi Das of IIA and Dr. 

Sandeep Kumar Kataria of Shanghai Jiao 

Tong University, the team investigated the 

dynamical evolution of the galaxies using 

state-of-art numerical simulations at IIA. 

Their simulations demonstrate that bars in 

prolate dark matter halos undergo three 

prominent bar buckling (out of plane bending) 

events in 8 billion years which make them 

detectable for longer time. It is the first time 

that three-bar buckling events have been 

reported in any study. The boxy/peanut shape 

bulges, which formed as a result of bar 

buckling, are stronger in prolate dark matter 

halo, and the signatures of bar buckling are the 

most durable in them.  This work has been 

published in the peer-reviewed journal 

“Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical 

Society”. They concluded that the rarity of 

observed buckling events along with multiple 

buckling event in our prolate halo (a sphere 

squashed from the sides) simulation indicate 

that the shapes of dark matter halos in most of 

the barred galaxies maybe oblate (a sphere 

squashed from the top and bottom) or 

spherical. “We have studied the effect of non-

spherical dark matter halos on the shape of the 

disk galaxies by generating realistic mock 

galaxies and evolving them in time using the 

supercomputing facility available at IIA, 

Bengaluru,” said Ankit Kumar, the lead 

author of the paper. “In our Universe, 

detection of the ongoing buckling events is 

very rare. To our knowledge, there are only 8 

galaxies in the observations which are 

currently going through buckling. Our study 

suggests that most barred galaxies may have 

more oblate or spherical halos rather than 

prolate halos,” the authors added.

They explained that each event of the buckling 

thickens the bar further. During the first 

buckling, the innermost region of the bar gets 

thicker, while in the subsequent buckling 

events outer region of the bar gets thicker. 

Since the bar in prolate halo shows three 

distinct buckling events, the bar becomes the 

thickest in prolate halo. As a result, most 

strong boxy/peanut bulge formed in prolate 

halo.” said Prof. Mousumi Das of IIA. Dr. 

Sandeep Kataria pointed out that shape of dark 

matter halos is important for understanding 

halo spin, which is an area of research being 

studied by many galaxy simulation groups 

over the world.

Source: PIB

Astrophysics

A star with a heartbeat & without a magnetic field discovered

A group of Indian and international scientists 

have spotted a peculiar binary star that shows 

heartbeat but no pulsations contrary to the 

norm of binary stars of sporting both 

heartbeats as well as pulsations. This star is 

called HD73619 in Praesepe (M44), located in 

the Cancer constellation, one of the closest 

open star clusters to the Earth. A total of about  

180 heartbeat stars are known to date. The 

name 'Heartbeat' stems from the resemblance 

of the path of the star to an electrocardiogram 

of the human heart. These are the binary star 

systems where each star travels in a highly 

elliptical orbit around the common centre of 

mass, and the distance between the two stars 

varies drastically as they orbit each other. 

When the stars are at closest passage of binary 

systems, a sudden increase in integrated 

brightness with amplitude of the order of 

several parts-per-thousand (ppt) is observed. 

As the components move apart, the light 

variation falls and finally becomes flat, 

indicating that combined flux is reduced, 

resulting in alternating peaks and troughs in 

their light curves. The pulsational activity of 

such stars is due to the oscillations in the 

component stars when they are at their closest 

approach.

A team of 33 scientists, led by Dr. Santosh 

Joshi from Aryabhatta Research Institute of 

Observational Sciences (ARIES), an 

autonomous institution under the Department 

of Science & Technology (DST), Govt of 

India, carried out analysis of photometric and 

high-resolution spectroscopic observations of 

HD73619 obtained using 8 ground-based 

telescopes located in different parts of the 

globe. They have found that HD73619 is the 

first member of heartbeat systems in binary 

chemically peculiar stars that does not show 

any pulsational/vibrational activity at their 

closest approach. Chemically peculiar stars 

are those stars which have an unusual 

abundance of elements heavier than hydrogen 

and helium on the surface. Their data also 

revealed that the newly discovered heartbeat 

star exhibits either very weak or no magnetic 

field. Absence of weak magnetic field means 

that any dark spots on the HD73619 may have 

different and hitherto unknown origin as 

compared to sunspots which are created by 

strong magnetic field. The findings have been 

accepted for publication by Monthly Notices of 

Royal Astronomical Society, a scientific 

journal of Oxford University Press.

The discovery is of vital importance for the 

study of inhomogeneities due to spots in non-

magnetic stars and to investigate the origin of 

the pulsational variability. The research has 

been the result of the Nainital-Cape survey, 

one of the longest ground-based surveys to 

search and study the pulsation variability in a 

sample of CP stars which was initiated about 

two decades ago by astronomers of ARIES, 

Nainital, and South African Astronomical 

Observatory SAAO, Cape Town. 

Source: PIB
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Researchers find distinctive resemblance in Dark Matter and Neutrinos

In the endeavour to unfold the nature of dark 

matter, a trio of theoretical physicists, 

Professor of Physics Arunansu Sil and two of 

his Ph.D. students Arghyajit Datta and Rishav 

Roshan of IIT Guwahati, Physics Department 

find that the origin and production of dark 

matter can be connected to the origin of 

neutrino mass. The work has recently been 

published in the journal Physical Review 

Letters. 

For decades, physicists speculate about the 

presence of 'dark matter' in our Universe. 

Though its existence is inferred from its 

gravitational effect on visible matter, supp-

osed to make up 27 % of the Universe, very 

little is known about it as no direct evidence in 

support of dark matter could be found so far 

indicating it as an exotic type of matter. At the 

same time, among all the known particles in 

nature, neutrinos are perhaps the most elusive 

particles. Neutrinos are somewhat distinctive 

from other particles in the Standard Model as 

it is the only fermion that is of 'left-handed' 

type, related to its spin projection. The 

mystery of neutrino mass may be related to the 

lack of its right-handed counterpart. The 

present work of the team shows that the 

lightest right-handed or sterile neutrino, 

provided it exists as a part of a popular 

neutrino mass generation mech-anism, 

having a mass of order a kilo to a mega 

electron-volts can be the dark matter 

candidate.

Highlighting the unique aspect of their work, 

Prof. Arunansu Sil, Department of Physics, 

IIT Guwahati said, “Although strongly hinted 

by several astrophysical observations, the 

lack of any direct evidence of dark matter 

particles suggests that it has a very feeble 

interaction with ordinary matter. Our proposal 

provides a clue to such a miniature interaction 

by showing that its smallness is connected to 

the lightness of the neutrino mass (smallest 

one) which is uniquely predicted to be in the 

pico electron-volt range.” Arghyajit Datta 

added “Apart from explaining the dark matter 

and tiny neutrino mass, the same construction 

also addresses the third mystery: why there is 

more matter than anti-matter in the Universe? 

The two remaining sterile neutrinos, other than 

the dark matter one in the model, are 

responsible for such an asymmetry.” Rishav 

Roshan elaborated on it saying “We here take 

an interesting step ahead by showing for the 

first time that in fact the entire dark matter 

content of the Universe can be produced from 

the decay of the mediators of the weak force in 

nature and the Higgs boson in the early 

Universe and can easily obey cosmological 

bounds.”

Prof. Sil explained the importance of the work 

saying “The work bridges the three most 

prominent and long-standing mysteries of 

particle physics and cosmology within the 

most minimal extension of the Standard Model 

which can be falsifiable in ongoing and future 

experiments.”

Source: India Science Wire

Astrophysics

Scientists discover leftovers of Earth's dramatic formation

Researchers have uncovered the most detail 

ever of the mysterious structures laying 

between the Earth's mantle and core, also 

providing the strongest evidence yet they 

started life as an ocean of molten magma that 

eventually sunk. The team of international 

researchers, including scientists from The 

Australian National University (ANU), used 

thousands of computer-modelled seismic 

waves to examine Ultra-Low Velocity Zones 

(ULVZs) beneath the Coral Sea between 

Australia and New Zealand. The area was 

selected because of the high frequency of 

earthquakes and the seismic waves these 

events unleash. ULVZs sit at the bottom of the 

planet's mantle and on top of its liquid metal 

outer core and are so thin that they are 

normally invisible to tomographic imaging. 

For decades, scientists have speculated they 

are leftovers of the violent processes that 

shaped the early Earth.

Study co-author, Professor Hrvoje Tkalčić 

from ANU, said the team's findings confirm 

the chemicals, rocks and layers that make up 

ULVZs have largely been sitting unchanged 

for billions of years and the early days of the 

planet's formation. "For a long time, no-one 

really knew for sure what these mysterious 

ULVZs were made up of. Now, we've 

developed the clearest picture yet. Using 

advances in seismology and mathematical 

geophysics made at ANU we've shown that 

ULVZs are made up of layers," Professor 

Tkalčić said. "Over billions of years of the 

Earth's shaping and reshaping, these zones 

have churned close to the planet's core but 

largely remained intact. "It's like an egg in a 

cake that doesn't get mixed in with the rest of 

the ingredients but stays as yoke and egg white, 

despite the constant mixing all around it. "This 

is a really significant breakthrough as we have 

unlocked not only a clue as to how the early 

Earth formed but confirmed ULVZs are 

clumps of leftovers from this process that are 

pretty much the same as they were billions of 

years ago." The study, published in Nature 

Geoscience, was led by Dr Surya Pachhai from 

the University of Utah, with much of the 

research completed as part of his PhD at ANU. 

According to Dr Pachhai the most surprising 

finding in the study is that ULVZs are made up 

of a lot more diverse materials than first 

thought.

Source: Australian National University
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Death throes of giant star before violent explosion

Astronomers have long suspected that 

massive stars become red supergiants at the 

end of their lives, hiccup a few times and then 

explode in a classic supernova visible across 

the universe. But no one had ever seen this 

scenario play out in a single star. Now, thanks 

to coordinated observations by numerous 

ground- and space-based telescopes, 

astronomers have recorded such a sequence 

for a star about 120 million light years from 

Earth and, before it collapsed and exploded, 

about 10 times the mass of the sun. “It's like 

watching a ticking time bomb,” said senior 

author Raffaella Margutti, associate professor 

of astronomy and of physics at UC Berkeley. 

“We've never confirmed such violent activity 

in a dying red supergiant star, where we see it 

produce such a luminous emission, then 

collapse and combust, until now.”

Though light from the explosion likely 

reached Earth for the first time on Sept. 6, 

2020, astronomers were only alerted to the 

supernova, SN 2020tlf, on Sept. 16. Teams 

around the world quickly started observing it 

in many wavelengths, from X-ray to radio, 

using a variety of telescopes. The W. M. Keck 

Observatory atop Maunakea, the largest 

volcano on the island of Hawaiʻi, was the first 

to obtain a spectrum of the explosion, but 

Margutti and her colleagues also used other, 

multiwavelength observations to analyze the 

explosion. They later matched the supernova, 

a Type II, with a red supergiant star that had 

been observed to brighten rapidly a few 

months earlier by Pan-STARRS, a telescope 

operated by the University of Hawaiʻi 

Institute for Astronomy on Haleakalā, the 

only active volcano on Maui.

The increase in brightness in the final months 

before the star exploded suggests that, before 

they collapse, at least some, and perhaps most, 

of these red supergiants undergo significant 

changes in their internal structure that result in 

the tumultuous eject ion of  gas.  The 

researchers estimate that the red supergiant 

star had bloated to a size that, in our solar 

system, would reach the orbit of Jupiter. “This 

is a breakthrough in our understanding of what 

massive stars do moments before they die,” 

said UC Berkeley graduate student and lead 

author Wynn Jacobson-Galán. “Direct 

detection of pre-supernova activity in a red 

supergiant star has never been observed before 

in an ordinary Type II supernova. For the first 

time, we watched a red supergiant star 

explode.” Details of the discovery were 

published in of The Astrophysical Journal.

Source: Based on the UC Berkeley news 

release 

Geological Science

Spectacular landscape changes detected in Gujarat's Kachchh region

Major earthquake events in last 30,000 years 

resulted in spectacular changes in landscape 

of the Katrol Hill Fault in the Kachchh region 

in Gujarat, a study conducted on sediment 

samples revealed.  Real-time monitoring of 

earthquakes since the occurrence of 

devastating 2001 Bhuj earthquake indicate 

that most of the faults in the region, viz., 

Kachchh Mainland Fault (KMF), South 

Wagad Fault (SWF), Gedi Fault (GF), and 

Island Belt Fault (IBF) are seismically active. 

However, seismic activity along other faults 

like the Katrol Hill Fault (KHF) is not 

apparent, thus making the task of seismic 

hazard estimation and mitigation in the region 

a scientifically complex process.

Geologists from the Department of Geology, 

the Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, 

Vadodara, have been trying to decode the 

seismic activity in Kachchh using geological 

methods. Recent focused studies of this 

research group led earlier by Prof. L. S. 

Chamyal and later by Prof. D. M. Maurya on 

the not so well understood Katrol Hill Fault 

(KHF) have estimated the length of surface 

rupture produced by three large magnitude 

earthquakes during the last ~30,000 years as 

nearly 21 km. This study was carried out by 

field mapping and using sophisticated field 

instruments like Ground Penetrating Radar 

and laboratory equipments like Scanning 

Electron Microscope for analyzing sediment 

samples. This research is published in the 

journal Engineering Geology. The team of 

geologists at the university carried high 

magnification  Scanning Electron Microscope

(SEM) study of the surface of sediment 

samples collected along the faultline, which 

showed features indicative of surface faulting. 

Based on various fault parameters deduced 

like length of surface rupture, displacement, 

and slip rate, the study shows that the Katrol 

Hill  Fault  (KHF) has produced high 

magnitude seismic events during the past 

~30,000 years and is, therefore, a credible 

seismic source capable of generating surface 

rupture hazard in the Kachchh Basin.

Further, field-based geomorphological studies 

revealed that the events resulted in spectacular 

changes in landscape, as evidenced by the 

disruption and reorganization of the channel of 

the Gunawari River in the fault zone. It is 

interesting that these events produced surface 

rupture, whereas the 2001 Bhuj earthquake 

(Mw 7.7) did not rupture the surface. The 

palaeo-earthquakes along the Katrol Hill Fault 

produced surface rupture probably because 

they originated at relatively shallow depths. 

However, these events show a much longer 

recurrence interval for the KHF on the scale of 

thousands of years as compared to other 

seismically active faults in the Kachchh Basin.

Source: PIB
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Marine Science

Estimating ocean renewable energies for potential harvesting

Researchers from the Indian Institute of 

Technology Bombay analysed wave data 

from coastal regions of India to inform 

choices of location and strategies for setting 

up wave energy plants. They studied wave 

data over four decades from the exclusive 

economic zone (the area of the sea over which 

a nation-state has the right to access marine 

resources) of mainland India and islands of 

Lakshadweep and Andaman and Nicobar to 

understand the variations in wave power 

across locations and seasons. The research 

was published in the journal Regional Studies 

in Marine Science. 

Using mathematical modelling simulations of 

ocean dynamics and extensive analysis of 

wave data collected over decades, the team 

tried to identify places where the wave energy 

plants may potentially be established. They 

also estimated the seasonal variations of these 

ocean dynamics that are crucial to making 

policy decisions.  The study showed that the 

southern tip of mainland India with high levels 

of wave power and lesser variations is best 

suited to set up wave energy plants. 

Availability of wave power is strongly 

seasonal in the majority of regions along the 

Indian coastline, with highest during the 

monsoon months. Since solar energy is 

abundant during non-monsoon months, the 

study suggests that a strategy that combines 

solar and wind power in the corresponding 

seasons can ensure a continuous supply of 

sustainable energy for the entire country.  The 

study also identifies locations along the 

coastlines of Lakshadweep and Andaman and 

Nicobar islands with significant wave power 

values which can possibly be tapped to meet 

the local energy requirements of these 

individual isolated islands. These islands are 

currently dependent on the mainland for fuel 

supply, leading to severe power shortages. A 

switch to sustainable and possibly low-cost 

wave power can reduce the is lands ' 

dependency on the mainland and contribute 

towards improving the living standards. 

The knowledge gained through this IIT 

Bombay study can help narrow down the focus 

of future studies by indicating possible 

locations for power plants. The assessment of 

wave energy potential is a necessary first step 

towards setting up large scale wave power 

plants. More detailed estimation of available 

marine energy, investigation of feasible and 

optimal technologies, innovating Indian-

condition-specific devices, data collections to 

ascertain the estimates and thorough analysis 

of potential environmental impact are the 

necessary immediate steps towards the 

journey to actualise the potential of wave 

energy according to Prof. Balaji. 

Source: IIT Bombay news release

Space Science

Large-scale liquid water existed on Mars much longer than suspected

An analysis of large salt deposits on Mars 

indicates that ponds of liquid water existed on 

the Red Planet for about a billion years longer 

than previously believed. Hundreds of 

deposits of sodium chloride (table salt) 

stretching tens to hundreds of square 

kilometers in area were discovered by 

NASA's Mars Odyssey orbiter starting in 

2008. Not only did they offer evidence that 

Mars had been much wetter long ago, they 

also offered a way to determine the last time 

that water had existed in liquid form on the 

planet's surface. "Salt is incredibly soluble, so 

any moisture at all would dissolve it. As such, 

these deposits must have formed during the 

evaporation of the last large-scale water on the 

planet," says Ellen Leask (PhD '20), lead 

author of a paper examining the deposits that 

was published in the journal AGU Advances. 

The discovery of the salt deposits presented 

two questions to scientists: how did the 

deposits form, and how old are they? To 

address those questions, Leask and Bethany 

Ehlmann, Caltech professor of planetary 

science, analyzed the salt deposits, looking at 

what types of landforms they formed on and 

how they were deposited across the terrain. 

Using data from the Mars Reconnaissance 

Orbiter (MRO), Leask and Ehlmann 

conducted a broad study of all of the known 

salt deposits and found they are surprisingly 

thin—less than 3 meters thick—and occur in 

topographical lows. "They don't fill basins 

like salt deposits in Death Valley," says 

Ehlmann, co-author of the paper. "The closest 

analogue we can find on Earth are chains of 

lakes that you get in Antarctica when snow 

melts seasonally atop permafrost. It cannot 

penetrate deep into the frozen ground below, so 

when water evaporates, the salt deposit left 

behind is thin." The Martian salt deposits are 

often found in shallow depressions, sometimes 

perched above much larger craters that are 

devoid of the deposits. This orientation would 

seem to indicate the water came from surface 

runoff during a freeze thaw cycle of ice, with 

chloride for the salt leached from the top of 

clay-rich soils, according to the paper. Leask 

and Ehlmann found the chloride deposits atop 

volcanic terrain that formed as recently as 2.3 

billion years ago. Previously, it was believed 

that large-scale liquid water on Mars ceased to 

exist around 3 billion years ago.

Source: Caltech news release
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Computer Science

Physical systems perform machine-learning computations

You may not be able to teach an old dog new 

tricks, but Cornell researchers have found a 

way to train physical systems, ranging from 

computer speakers and lasers to simple 

electronic circuits, to perform machine-

learning computations, such as identifying 

handwritten numbers and spoken vowel 

sounds. “Many different physical systems 

have enough complexity in them that they can 

perform a large range of computations,” said 

Peter McMahon, assistant professor of 

applied and engineering physics in the 

College of Engineering, who led the project. 

“ T h e  s y s t e m s  w e  p e r f o r m e d  o u r 

demonstrations with look nothing like each 

other, and they seem to having nothing to do 

with handwritten-digit recognition or vowel 

classification, and yet you can train them to do 

it.” The team's work is published in the journal 

Nature. The paper's co-lead authors are Logan 

Wright and Tatsuhiro Onodera, NTT 

Research postdoctoral fellows in McMahon's 

lab.

For this project, they focused on one type of 

computation: machine learning. The goal was 

to find out how to use different physical 

systems to perform machine learning in a 

generic way that could be applied to any 

system. The researchers developed a training 

procedure that enabled demonstrations with 

three diverse types of physical systems – 

mechanical, optical and electrical. All it 

required was a bit of tweaking, and a 

suspension of disbelief. “Artificial neural 

networks work mathematically by applying a 

series of parameterized functions to input 

data. The dynamics of a physical system can 

also be thought of as applying a function to 

data input to that physical system,” McMahon 

said. “This mathematical connection between 

neural networks and physics is, in some sense, 

what makes our approach possible, even 

though the notion of making neural networks 

out of unusual physical systems might at first 

sound really ridiculous.” The researchers were 

able to train the optical system to classify 

handwritten numbers with an accuracy of 

97%. While this accuracy is below the state-of-

the-art for conventional neural networks 

running on a standard electronic processor, the 

experiment shows that even a very simple 

physical system, with no obvious connection 

to conventional neural networks, can be taught 

to perform machine learning and could 

potentially do so much faster, and using far 

less power, than conventional electronic 

neural networks. The optical system was also 

successfully trained to recognize spoken 

vowel sounds.

Source: Based on Cornell University news 

release

Energy Technology

High-performance transistor models and circuits

Researchers have developed a high-per-

formance industry-standard model for 

Aluminium gallium nitride (AlGaN/GaN) 

High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs) 

with simple design procedures which can be 

used to make high-power Radio Frequency 

(RF) circuits owing to its high breakdown 

voltage.  Radio Frequency circuits include 

amplifiers and switches, which are used in 

wireless transmission and are useful for space 

and defense applications. As AlGaN/GaN 

HEMTs can also extend the power level of 

solid-state microwave circuits by a factor of 

five to ten, resulting in an appreciable 

reduction in the overall chip size and cost, the 

standard developed can significantly reduce 

the development cost of the circuits and 

devices for transmitting high-frequency 

signals. The technology is rapidly gaining 

popularity owing to its high performance and 

efficiency. It has two excellent properties – 

high mobility and high-power performance. 

These properties reduce the noise figure and 

complexity while designing Low Noise 

Amplifiers (LNAs) (used in wireless 

transmission like mobile phones, base 

stations) while increasing the achievable 

bandwidth. AlGaN/GaN HEMTs have 

become the technology of choice for high-

frequency and high-power applications like 

5G,  radars ,  base  s ta t ions ,  sa te l l i t e 

communications, etc. To design wideband 

power amplifiers, a fully robust and accurate 

physics-based radio frequency (RF) GaN 

HEMT model is of prime importance.

In the current work, the team led by Prof. 

Yogesh Singh Chauhan at IIT Kanpur 

developed and standardized a physics-based 

compact model for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs – the 

Advanced Spice Model for GaN-HEMTs 

(ASM-HEMT). The standard model for 

circuit design developed simplifies the design 

procedure for high-performance RF circuits 

and helps in automating the design efforts as 

well as brings down the overall development 

cost. Besides, it can accurately predict the 

AlGaN/GaN HEMT's behavior in circuit 

design. The development of the model 

involved characterizing AlGaN/GaN HEMTs 

using state-of-the-art characterization 

systems integrated in a setup used for 

measuring the electronic characteristics like 

current, the capacitance of semiconductor 

d e v i c e s ,  i n c l u d i n g  h i g h - f r e q u e n c y 

characteristics. This setup (consisting of a 

Keysight B1500 Semiconductor Device 

Analyzer, an AMCAD PIV system, a passive 

load-pull system from Maury Microwaves, a 

Keysight B1505 Power Device analyzer, all 

connected using a FormFactor probe station) 

was partially supported by 'Fund for 

Improvement of S&T Infrastructure (FIST)' 

and Technology Development Programme 

(TDP) schemes of Department of Science and 

Technology.

The measurements facility funded by FIST & 

TDP is being heavily used by ISRO, DRDO, 

and other companies to characterize the 

semiconductor devices for high-frequency 

applications. Prof. Chauhan's team measures 

the current, capacitance, and RF charac-

teristics of the devices under test and uses 

parameter extraction tools to extract the 

parameters of the ASM-HEMT model for a 

given technology. Once the model behavior is 

in close agreement with the measured 

characteristics, the model is validated for 

practical applications.

Source: PIB
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Nanotechnology

Special electro-active nanoparticles developed for potential applications 
in touch & acoustic sensor

The scientists have achieved δ-phase in 

PVDF nanoparticles at lowest possible 
3electric field till date --- 10  times lesser 

electric field than the conventional method. 

This makes the finding more convenient for 

application-based commercial technologies. 

This work has been published recently in the 

journal 'Applied Physical Letters'. “The new 

method not only provides an excellent way to 

induce the piezoelectric δ-phase in PVDF 

under lowest possible electrical field till date 

but also enables controlling the morphologies 

of the nanostructures in a single step process. 

So, this work would open up possibilities of 

use of nanotechnology in this field and would 

open more possibilities to explore further on 

the application of the delta phase, which was 

earlier stuck due to requirement of higher 

electric field. In addition, it was limited to 

only film-based samples. So, we would score 

it 10/10 in terms of novelty and existing 

technology that we proposed,” said Dr. 

Mandal.

The application-based possibilities were 

earlier due to the requirement of high electric 

field. Moreover, the applications were limited 

to film-based devices. The current findings go 

beyond this and explore this phase with the 

new processing technique at room temp-

erature as well as different nano-structures 

fabrication of this phase. As a proof of 

concept, the INST team has also shown a few 

applications in pressure mapping sensor, 

acoustic sensor, and as a piezoelectric energy 

harvester. A piezoelectric nanogenerator was 

also fabricated to demonstrate the application 

of  p iezoelec t r ic  proper t ies  of  these 

nanoparticles, and its practical applications as 

pressure mapping sensor, acoustic sensor, and 

energy harvesting studies were performed. 

The high acoustic sensitivity of the device also 

indicates the detection ability of acoustic 

noises, speech signals, respiration motion, 

thus widening its technological applicability. 

Besides this, the INST team also noticed anti-

fibrillizing effect when the δ-phase comp-

rising PVDF nanoparticles were utilized, 

which is very essential to protect the diseases 

like Alzheimer creating opportunities for 

emerging futuristic applications in the health 

care sector.

Source: PIB

Photonics

An optical chip improved by light

Researchers from the Photonic Systems 

Laboratory, headed by Professor Camille 

Brès, have successfully applied a novel 

principle for introducing second-order optical 

nonlinearity into silicon nitride chips as 

reported in the journal Nature Photonics. 

"When using a green laser pointer for 

example, the laser itself is not green because 

these are particularly difficult to manufacture. 

So we change the frequency of an existing 

laser. It emits at a frequency which is half that 

of green, then we double it by using 

nonlinearity in a crystal which gives us green. 

Our study consists of integrating this 

functionality but on chips that can be 

manufactured with standard techniques 

developed for electronics (CMOS). Thanks to 

this, we will be able to efficiently generate 

different colors of light on a chip”, explains 

Camille Brès. 

Scientists in the School of Engineering have 

developed a technique to induce nonlinearity, 

which is to use to convert light where it is not 

normally possible to do so. In addition, to 

make this conversion effective, they used a 

resonator- a ring-shaped structure that 

magnifies the nonlinear processes expe-

rienced by light. Silicon nitride resonators, the 

technology of which was established at EPFL 

and which is now commercialized by 

Ligentec SA, exhibit very low losses so that 

light circulates in resonators for a very long 

time. “Non-linearity comes from the inter-

action between light and matter. This 

exchange must be long if the process is to be 

functional and efficient. However, the chip is 

a small object on which we do not benefit 

from long distances” explains Edgars Nitiss, 

PhD and co-first author. The light introduced 

into the resonator is captured and travels the 

time necessary for the nonlinear interaction to 

be increased. Thanks to this technique, the 

efficiency of the chip is significantly 

improved. But a new constraint is imposed. 

When using a resonator, we are limited in 

terms of the colors available," says Camille 

Brès. The researchers found a solution to avoid 

this constraint and to offer access to a range of 

several colors despite the use of the resonator. 

In the resonator, light waves propagate, 

producing a coherent interaction that changes 

the properties of the material. As such we 

circumvent a critical limitations of resonators 

while still benefiting from their strong 

efficiency enhancement", concludes the 

researcher.

Source: Based on EPFL news release 
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Photonics

New photonic effect could speed drug development

Twisted nanoscale semiconductors mani-

pulate light in a new way, researchers at the 

University of Bath and the University of 

Michigan have shown. The effect could be 

harnessed to accelerate the discovery and 

development of life-saving medicines as well 

as photonic technologies. Specifically, the 

photonic effect could help enable rapid 

development and screening of new antibiotics 

and other drugs through automation essen-

tially, robotic chemists. It offers a new 

analysis tool for high-throughput screening, a 

method to analyze vast libraries of chemical 

compounds. “To meet the requirements of the 

emerging robotized chemistry, wells are 

getting really tiny—too small for current 

analytical methods,” said Ventsislav Valev, 

professor of physics at the University of Bath 

in the U.K. and co-corresponding author of the 

paper in Nature Photonics. 

Biological systems, including the human 

body, typically prefer one direction over the 

other, a right-handed or left-handed curl. At 

best, a drug molecule with the wrong twist 

does nothing, but at worst, it can cause harm. 

The effect discovered by the researchers 

allows chirality to be measured in volumes 

that are 10,000 times smaller than a cubic 

millimeter. “The small volumes possible for 

registration of these effects are the game 

changing property that enables the resea-

rchers to use very small amounts of expensive 

drugs and collect thousands times more data,” 

said Nicholas Kotov, the Irving Langmuir the 

co-corresponding author of the paper. The 

method relies on a structure inspired by 

biological designs, developed in Kotov's lab. 

Cadmium telluride, a semiconductor 

commonly used in solar cells, is shaped into 

nanoparticles resembling short segments of 

twisted ribbon. These assemble into helices, 

mimicking the way proteins assemble. “Being 

illuminated with red light, the small 

semiconductor helices generate new light that 

is blue and twisted. The blue light is also 

emitted in a specific direction, which makes it 

easy to collect and analyze,” Kotov said. “The 

trifecta of unusual optical effects drastically 

reduces the noise that other nanoscale 

molecules and particles in biological fluids 

may cause.” To use these effects in high-

throughput screening for drug discovery, the 

nanoparticles assembling into helices may be 

mixed with a drug candidate. When the 

nanohelices form a lock-and-key structure 

with the drug, simulating the drug target, the 

twist of the nanohlices will change dram-

atically. This change in the twist can be 

measured through the blue light.

Source: Based on University of Michigan news 

release

Physics

Long lived correlations between waves in atomic systems at ultralow 
temperatures

Correlations between waves in atomic 

systems or spin coherences are long-lived at 

ultralow temperatures, says a new study by 

scientists who have developed a new 

technique to measure it. A system with long-

lived spin coherences is a better resource as 

quantum computer. It allows quantum 

operations and logic gates to be more 

efficiently implemented so that the system 

becomes a better quantum sensor compared to 

systems where coherence is short-lived. This 

newly explored property of atomic systems at 

low temperature can be exploited for efficient 

quantum sensing and quantum information 

processing for application in quantum 

computation and secure communication. The 

newly discovered technique can help study the 

real-time dynamics of quantum phenomena 

such as quantum phase transitions in a non-

invasive manner.

Spin is a fundamental quantum property of 

atoms and elementary particles such as 

electrons and protons. As atoms are cooled to 

lower temperatures, their quantum nature is 

manifested more prominently. However, 

while the spin degree of freedom is a highly 

discussed topic, especially in the context of 

quantum information processing, the 

dynamical measurements on spins at ultralow 

temperatures were not available. This is 

because most of the detection techniques in 

cold atom experiments are destructive and 

disturbs the atomic sample during detection.

A team of Scientists from Raman Research 

Institute, Bangalore, an autonomous institute 

of the Department of Science & Technology, 

Govt. of India, have measured the spin 

properties of atoms cooled to micro-Kelvin 

temperatures using the new method they have 

devised. Quantum properties dominate over 

everyday classical observations at this 

temperature –- very near absolute zero 

temperature, and it is for the first time that spin 

dynamics have been detected at this tempe-

rature regime using polarization fluctuation 

measurements. With the new technique, the 

scientists measured the properties of spins and 

lifetime of an atomic spin state with a million-

fold improvement in detection sensitivity 

compared to the existing technology. They 

proved that spin coherence at this low 

temperature is long-lived. The researchers 

made the spin noise spectroscopy technique 

usable for spectroscopists meas-uring systems 

where signal level is too low to detect. The 

research has been published in the journal 

Phys. Rev. Research. 

According to the team, this technology can be 

used to make devices that can precisely detect 

small magnetic fields, which has important 

applications in mining and prospecting.  The 

work also has important applications in 

biomedical imaging, where time-resolved 

measurements of small magnetic fields are 

required.

Source: PIB
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